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Overview 
These notes are for use by maintained secondary schools, middle schools, and local 
authorities in completing the Post-16 Collection in September 2014. The reason for 
issuing these notes is so that schools and LAs are aware of the data items required 
by the Post-16 Collection, and to assist schools in providing those data items to 
common definitions. 
 
This collection in September 2014 is asking for data concerning the learning which 
pupils undertook during the previous Academic Year from 1st September 2013 to 31st 
July 2014. This is different from previous September returns which were only able to 
collect the data about learning started during that month. 
 
Only maintained secondary and middle schools with pupils in Year 12, 13 and/or 14 
at any point during the previous academic year are required to complete the Post-16 
Collection in September 2014. Special schools, independent schools, as well as 
maintained secondary schools with no Year 12, 13 or 14 pupils are not required to 
complete the Post-16 Collection.  
 
Schools should work to the following timetable to ensure a return clean of all errors 
and as accurate as possible is with the WG by Monday 20 October 2014. After this 
date no more data submissions will be admissible. 
 
Again unlike previous years DfES will not be reporting back to schools the data 
received. This will simplify the timetable below. 
 
 
 
Following the Minister’s decision to set aside the National Planning and Funding 
System (NPFS) and review the post-16 funding methodology, DfES have been 
considering the data collection requirements for school sixth forms. 
 
In setting aside the NPFS for the three year period 2011-12 to 2013-14, DfES 
recognised that Post-16 Collection data will not be required to inform funding 
allocations for this period.  However, the submission of timely and accurate data will 
be essential in order to review the NPFS and to inform allocations from 2014-15.   
 
The 2014 collection will be the first which will collect data from the previous year. This 
decision follows discussions with key stakeholders, including the Association of 
Directors of Education Wales (ADEW) Finance Group, and the Software 
Development Forum who are supportive of the changes being proposed. 
 
Timetable  
Date  Action 
Tues 23 September 2014 DEWi opens for Post-16 Collection Data 
LA defined Return to LA 
Monday 20 October 2014 Data Freeze 
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The structure of this document is that sections 1 to 3 provide introductory information 
on what is required in the Post-16 Collection return. Sections 4 to 6 and the 
Appendix describe each required item in detail, providing information where 
appropriate on: 
 the nature of the data to be returned; 
 the valid codes/categories to be used; 
 why the data is required; and  
 background information detailing any special caveats or situations that apply. 
 
 
Sections 7 to 10 provide additional information on data scrutiny, validation and the 
timetable and procedure for submitting the return. 
 
 
 
Major Changes from last year 
 
 Dates rolled forward (by a year) 
 Collection covers learning which pupils undertook during the previous 
Academic Year 
 Guided contact hours and learning hours will no longer be collected for the 
Post-16 Collection 
 PLEASE NOTE: There are validation rules in place in the Post-16 Collection 
since 2012/13 that will result in a query for pupils without a valid ULN. 
Therefore, please ensure all ULN files are downloaded and exceptions dealt 
with prior to the Post-16 Collection. 
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1. Introduction  
 
1.1 Although the Post-16 Collection data is not required to inform funding allocations 
for this period, the submission of timely and accurate data will be essential in 
order to inform allocations from 2014-15.   
 
1.2 Current arrangements for measuring performance in sixth forms and in further 
education/work-based learning are entirely separate. Having two separate 
regimes makes it impossible to measure and benchmark outcomes across the 
post-16 sector. The Review of Qualifications for 14 to 19-year-olds recommended 
the development of consistent performance measures for post-16 learning.   
 
1.3 In order to meet this recommendation, the Collection data will be used to 
measure completion (what proportion of those who started their course 
completed it).  
 
1.4 Analysis of the individual pupil and learning activity records from the Post-16 
Collection, in conjunction with pupils’ examination results, will provide schools, 
LAs and central agencies with a far greater range of information than was 
previously available. 
 
1.5 This information will principally be used to support the more accurate targeting of 
funding, and the monitoring and development of policies. Under the National 
Planning and Funding System (NPFS) the Post-16 Collection data will be used to 
inform funding allocations. These allocations will be based on the relevant pupil 
and learning activity data, thus it is vital that the returns are completed on time 
and checked for accuracy.  
 
1.6 The Post-16 Collection differs from the January all school PLASC in three ways: 
 it is only collecting data relating to Year 12, 13 and 14+ pupils (whatever 
their age);  
 it includes data about all activities followed by any of these pupil during the 
previous academic year; and 
 the data required is at a learning activity (i.e. course) level and not only at 
the pupil level. 
 
1.7 Much of the individual pupil and learning activity records for the Post-16 
Collection will be generated automatically by your management information 
software and parts of them may not be editable manually. It is essential 
therefore that all relevant pupil data, and where appropriate all relevant 
class data, is entered into your system before the Post-16 Collection return 
is created.  
 
1.8 Once your Post-16 Collection return is generated it is essential that it be carefully 
checked before submission. Your MIS software should carry out an extensive set 
of validation checks on the Post-16 Collection return, and produce reports of 
errors and queries. All errors need to be corrected and queries checked 
before forwarding the return to your LA. If the return contains significant 
errors when it reaches the WG, then it may need to be corrected and re-
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submitted (see section 7). 
 
1.9 The stages for producing your Post-16 Collection return are therefore: 
(a) ensure that all relevant pupil (and where appropriate class) data have 
been correctly entered into your management information system;     
(b) generate the Post-16 Collection return, amending and supplementing 
any pupil learning activity data, which may have been generated by 
your management information system, based on default class 
information; 
(c) check the return for accuracy, studying reports of errors and queries, 
and resolving where necessary; and  
(d) obtain head teacher’s authorisation and send the return to your Local 
Authority via the DEWi system. 
 
1.10 These completion notes should be read in conjunction with any software 
specific Post-16 Collection documentation. 
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2. Data entry and data checking 
 
2.1 These completion notes provide a full list of all the pupil, learning activity and 
school data items that must be entered into your system and submitted in your 
Post-16 Collection return. Please note that the data field references in this 
document reflect the data values and tags as contained in the data file that your 
software prepares for transmission to your LA and the WG. Be aware that these 
values and tags may not always coincide with the way the software holds the 
data internally or presents it to you on screen.       
 
2.2 Your software may contain a series of “data checks” which will help you to 
identify and correct errors and inconsistencies in your data prior to generating 
your Post-16 Collection return.  Please go through this process carefully as it will 
substantially reduce the number of validation errors in your return and the 
subsequent work that you will need to do to resolve these. 
 
2.3 However neither these data checks, nor the validation rules the software 
subsequently applies to the Post-16 Collection return, can establish whether or 
not you have entered all the pupil or course data that should have been entered - 
for example, that all learning activities for each pupil are in your system.   
 
2.4 So, although the data checks are very important, you cannot assume that 
successful completion of them guarantees that all necessary data are present, 
and that your Post-16 Collection return will be correct. Nor does the absence of 
any validation errors or queries guarantee that. You must therefore ensure that 
you have fully entered into your system all of the data items set out in this 
document. To assist you in ensuring complete data capture your software should 
have the facility to provide summary tables and/or reports. It is important that you 
use these tables and/or reports to verify that the data you are submitting is 
accurate. 
 
2.5 IMPORTANT NOTE: Unless otherwise stated, all data items described in the 
following sections are mandatory for the Post-16 Collection 2014. 
 
2.6 Changes in this year’s Completion notes  
 Activities list and list of learning providers in the annexes have been updated. 
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3. Summary of data fields to be returned in September 
post-16 collection 
 
School data 
Field Name Field 
Length 
Field Type Sample Data 
LA Number 3 Alphanumeric 660 
School Number 4 Alphanumeric 4099 
School Name 100 Alphanumeric Anglesey Comprehensive School 
Phase  2 Alphanumeric SS 
 
Field Name Field 
Length 
Field Type Sample Data 
Survey/Data Extraction Type 5 Alphanumeric P16 
Survey Reference Date 10 Date 2014-07-31 
Person Completing Survey 2 Alphanumeric SS 
Survey Completion Time 3 Alphanumeric 101 
 
 
Individual pupil data (on-roll) 
Pupil Identifiers 
 
Field Name Field 
Length 
Field Type Sample Data 
 UPN (Unique Pupil Number) 13 Alphanumeric Z123456789012 
ULN (Unique Learner Number) 10 Alphanumeric 4674810417 
Former UPN 13 Alphanumeric A123456789012 
Surname 40 Alphanumeric Jones 
Forename 40 Alphanumeric Marc 
Middle Name(s) 40 Alphanumeric Iwan Owen 
Date of Birth 10 Date 1999-03-31 
Gender 1 Alphanumeric M 
 
Pupil Status 
Field Name Field 
Length 
Field Type Sample Data 
Enrolment Status 1 Alphanumeric C 
Date of Entry to Current School 10 Date 2012-09-01 
Part-time Indicator 1 True/False False 
Pupil NC Year Group 2 Alphanumeric 12 
Pupil Postcode 8 Alphanumeric CF14 5DZ 
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Individual pupil learning activity data 
Field Name Field 
Length 
Field Type Sample Data 
 Learning Activity Identifier 2 Alphanumeric 01 
Learning Activity Reference 8 Alphanumeric 3210001E 
Date Commenced Learning Activity  10 Date 2013-09-03 
Expected End Date of Learning Activity 10 Date 2014-07-16 
Actual End Date of Learning Activity 10 Date 2014-07-12 
LLDD indicator  1 Alphanumeric 0 
Learning Activity Delivered Through the 
Medium of Welsh 
1 Alphanumeric C 
Provider Delivering Learning 8 Alphanumeric S0000000 
Completion Status 1 Alphanumeric 1 
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4. School information 
 
4.1 The following school identification and contact details are required: 
 
LA number consisting of three digits in the range 660-681  
  
School number consisting of four digits, in the ranges 4000-4999, 5400-
5499, 5500- 5599, 5900-5901  
It is essential for both these codes to be correct and up to date. 
Any error (including the provision of an old value of either code) 
is likely to lead to the rejection of your return by the WG.  
  
School name Enter in full.   
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5. Individual pupil data 
 
5.1 Individual pupil data is required for all pupils at maintained secondary and middle 
schools enrolled in year groups 12, 13 or 14+ who were on the register during the 
year 01-09-2013 to 31-07-2014     
 
5.2 Unless specifically stated as being optional, missing values (i.e. blanks) are 
not allowed for any data item, and, if present, will cause a validation failure. 
Where possible, “block-entry” or “flood-fill” facilities have been provided within 
your school management information system software. Please check the 
software specific documentation provided by your supplier, to see how to use this 
facility when completing the Post-16 Collection.     
 
5.3 The code values shown in this section reflect the values contained in the data file 
that your software prepares for transmission to your LA and the WG. Be aware 
that these values may not always coincide with the way the software holds 
the data internally or presents it to you on screen.       
 
How is pupil registration defined? 
 
5.4 The registration of pupils is governed by the Education (Pupil Registration) 
Regulations 1995. Regulation 6 specifies the information that a school’s 
admission register should contain, and Regulation 9 the circumstances under 
which a pupil can be removed from the register.  
 
5.5 Information should be provided only for pupils on the school’s admission register 
(in accordance with Regulation 6 of the Education (Pupil Registration) 
Regulations 1995) at any stage during the previous academic year (i.e. between 
1 September 2013 and 31 July 2014).  
  
5.6 Where a pupil is taught in some learning activities by another school or 
organisation, data about the learning should only be recorded by the school the 
pupil is registered at.  
 
5.7 Pupils who are pupils dually registered with a special school or Pupil Referral Unit 
should be included in your return. 
 
5.8 If a pupil transferred to or from another school during the academic year, each 
school should supply data for the period the pupil attended their school. If one of 
the schools is not required to submit a Post-16 Collection (e.g. Independent or 
outside Wales) this would not be possible, but the other school will still need to 
make a return for the time the pupil attended.  
 
What pupil information is required?  
 
5.9 For each pupil the information to be provided is: 
 
Unique pupil number 
(UPN) 
Must be a valid 13 character UPN. The software will 
check that no two (or more) pupils have the same 
UPN. Such errors must be resolved before the return 
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is submitted. If they are still present when the return is 
passed to the WG then it will be rejected. 
   
Unique Learner Number Must be a valid ten digit number with zero not allowed 
as the first character. ULNs can only be obtained from 
the Learning Records Service Learner Register. 
Further information and guidance on ULNs can be 
found at:  
http://wales.gov.uk/topics/educationandskills/schoolsh
ome/schooldata/ims/learnerregistration/;jsessionid=Nj
m3NTnRThJLz3JpDW811VtQr1jKnFJp7GghcPcVs3G
gTh1cYhy3!-1726265782?lang=en. 
  
Former UPN Where the pupil has held another UPN while 
at your school (for example where a temporary 
UPN was allocated when the pupil was first admitted  
but this was subsequently replaced by a permanent 
UPN retrieved from a previous school).  If no such 
former UPN exists, this field should be left blank. 
  
Surname Full surname, as the school believes it to be. 
  
Forename In full, not shortened or familiar versions. 
   
Middle name(s) In full, not shortened or familiar versions.  If the pupil 
has no middle name(s) then this field should be left 
blank. If the pupil has more than one middle name 
they should be separated by a single space, no other  
punctuation is necessary.  
  
Date of birth In the format ccyy-mm-dd.  
  
Gender M (male) or F (female). 
  
Enrolment status The enrolment status of the pupil. Valid values are: 
  
  C Current (single registration) 
  M Current main (dual registration) 
            G Guest pupil 
   
 Ideally guest pupils should be excluded from your 
Post-16 Collection return since their details will be 
returned by the school at which they are registered. 
However if you have entered them into your 
management information system, it may be impossible 
for the software to omit them when it compiles the 
return. If that is the case then guest pupils need to be 
identified so they can be excluded when the data are 
analysed.  
  
Date of entry to current 
school 
In the format ccyy-mm-dd. Must be a date before the 
end of the year for which data is being collected (i.e. 
before 2014-07-31). 
  
Part-time Indicator 
 
True or False 
 
Indicates whether a pupil is part-time or not. 
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National Curriculum year 
group 
The year group in which the pupil is taught for the  
majority of their time, regardless of their chronological 
age.  
The following values will apply: 
   
  12 year group 12; 
  13 year group 13; 
 14 beyond year group 13. 
  
Home postcode Please check that the postcode is accurate and the 
information provided is compatible with one of the 
valid postcode formats, which are: 
  
   An nAA 
   AAn nAA 
   AnA nAA 
   Ann nAA 
   AAnA nAA 
   AAnn nAA 
  
 Where 'A' denotes an upper case letter and 'n' a 
number from 0 to 9.  Common mistakes when 
recording postcodes are to confuse letters with similar 
looking numbers (e.g. letter ‘O’ with number zero), to 
omit the central space, or include a trailing full stop.  
Any of these will cause the postcode to be rejected as 
invalid.  
 
Your software should convert any ‘O’ at the start of the 
second postcode block to a 0 (zero), and to convert 
double spaces between postcode blocks to single 
spaces. 
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6. Individual pupil learning activity data 
 
6.1 Each pupil entered on the Post-16 Collection (see section 5) will be engaged in 
one or more learning activities. Each learning activity on which a pupil was 
“enrolled” during the academic year is required to be included. 
 
 (Please refer to Annex A for a complete list of learning activity references). 
 
 
6.2 As for the pupil level data described in section 5, unless specifically stated as 
being optional, missing values (i.e. blanks) are not allowed for any data 
item, and, if present, will cause a validation failure. Where possible, “block 
entry” or “flood fill” facilities have been provided within your school management 
information system software. Please check the software specific documentation 
provided by your supplier, to see how to use this facility when completing the 
Post-16 Collection. 
 
6.3 The code values shown in this section reflect the values contained in the data file 
that your software prepares for transmission to your LA and the WG. Be aware 
that these values may not always coincide with the way the software holds 
the data internally or presents it to you on screen.  
 
How is a learning activity defined? 
 
6.4 A learning activity is defined as the course or programme of learning, which a 
pupil engages in with the aim of achieving a particular qualification, or unit of a 
qualification. For instance, if a pupil is enrolled in three classes, one designed to 
teach AS level French, another to teach AS level Mathematics and the third to 
teach GCSE Geology; then that pupil will have three learning activities in AS 
French, AS Mathematics and GCSE Geology respectively. 
 
6.5 Learning activities should only be recorded for learning which is intended 
to lead to an externally validated qualification. Physical Exercise (P.E.) 
lessons and Personal & Social Education (P.S.E.) lessons, for instance, 
should not be returned as learning activities (unless the lessons are 
designed to lead to assessment which is externally validated by an 
awarding body). It is important that only valid learning activities are 
returned and so if there is any doubt about whether a particular learning 
activity should be returned then please contact DfES Quality and 
Effectiveness Policy Branch (contact details are on page 3).   
 
6.6 We have removed the requirement to submit the Welsh Baccalaureate indicator.  
Schools delivering the Welsh Baccalaureate should record the core element of 
the Welsh Baccalaureate as a separate learning activity, 4900010E (Code listed 
amongst “other” codes). 
 
6.7 Learning activity information will, where possible, be automatically extracted from 
your management information system. It is recognised that there will be some 
situations where class information has not been input for a pupil or where a pupil 
was attending a class but not aiming to achieve the qualification for which the 
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majority of the class were studying towards, but aiming to achieve a different 
qualification. For example, a pupil studying for a GNVQ but attending a class 
where most pupils were studying towards an AS level. In these situations, the 
Post-16 Collection return must be manually amended or supplemented after your 
software has automatically generated the initial compilation of your return.  
 
6.8 If a school is delivering a learning activity for which no appropriate learning 
activity reference is available (see Annex A for full list), then the school 
must contact Quality and Effectiveness Branch for guidance on how to 
code the learning activity. This is to ensure that all learning activities can be 
identified and funding can be appropriately allocated. Therefore if a reference can 
not be found for a particular learning activity then please contact Quality and 
Effectiveness Branch for guidance (see contact details on page 3).  
 
6.9 In addition, if it is necessary to use an “other” learning activity reference 
code to record a learning activity (e.g. 3539999E – other intermediate GNVQ 
(Part 1) subject) then you must e-mail post16.plasc@wales.gsi.gov.uk with 
details of the learning activity being delivered so as to ensure that funding 
is appropriately allocated. If you do not receive a reply confirming receipt of 
this email within 7 days please contact Quality and Effectiveness Branch 
again. 
 
6.10 The additional information gained will also be used to ensure future learning 
activity reference lists are updated to include all learning that schools are 
delivering. A number of “Other” codes are provided in order to simplify the 
recognition of these codes. 
 
6.11 For each learning activity being undertaken by a pupil the information to be 
provided is: 
 
Learning Activity 
Identifier  
Numeric code to easily identify each learning activity 
being undertaken by a pupil. Every learning activity 
taken by a pupil should have a different number 
starting with ‘01’ then incrementing by 1 for each 
additional learning activity. 
 Valid values are:  
  
 01, 02, 03…. up to 99 
  
 This numeric code should be automatically 
generated and you will not need to enter the 
information. Please check the software specific 
documentation provided by your supplier for further 
guidance. 
  
Learning Activity 
Reference 
Each learning activity is required to have a learning 
activity reference, which identifies the subject, 
qualification type and qualification level of the learning 
activity. 
  
 A full list of valid codes and the learning activities to 
which they refer can be found in Annex A.  
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 The Quality and Effectiveness Branch should be 
notified of any learning activities for which no 
reference is available (see paragraph 6.9). 
  
Date Commenced 
Learning Activity 
In the format ccyy-mm-dd. Date entered should be 
that when the pupil first attended classes aimed at 
delivering the stated learning activity. 
  
 It is anticipated that the majority of pupils will be 
engaged in one year or two year learning activities. In 
these cases if a precise commencement date is not 
known then a default of 2013-09-01 may be input for 
one or two-year learning activities commencing in the 
2013/14 academic year, and a default of 2012-09-01 
for two year learning activities commencing in the 
previous academic year. 
 However, it is expected that schools, where possible, 
will provide actual commencement dates and not 
default values. 
  
Expected End Date 
of Learning Activity 
In the format ccyy-mm-dd. Date entered should be 
that when the pupil is expected to complete the 
classes aimed at delivering the stated learning activity. 
The date should be that when teaching is expected to 
be completed and not the date on which the pupil is 
expected to sit the exam. 
  
 It is anticipated that the majority of pupils will be 
engaged in one year or two year learning activities. In 
these cases if a precise expected end date is not 
known then a default of 2014-07-31 may be input for 
one-year learning activities commencing in the 
2013/14 academic year or two year learning activities 
commencing in the previous academic year. A default 
of 2015-07-31 should be used for two-year learning 
activities commencing in the 2013/14 academic year. 
  
 However, it is expected that schools, where possible, 
will provide actual expected end dates and not default 
values. 
  
LLDD Indicator Learners with Learning Difficulties and/or Disabilities 
(LLDD) who are on discrete learning activities or 
mainstream learning activities. Valid values are: 
 0 not LLDD 
 1 LLDD enrolled on discrete learning activity 
 2 LLDD enrolled on mainstream learning activity 
 Code 1 should only be used where the learning 
activity relates to a pupil with a learning difficulty 
and/or disability who is accessing a learning 
environment where the pupils on the same learning 
activity also have learning difficulties and/or 
disabilities. 
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 Code 2 should be used where the learning activity 
relates to a pupil with a learning difficulty and/or 
disability who is accessing a learning environment 
where the majority of pupils on the same learning 
activity do not have learning difficulties and/or 
disabilities. 
  
Learning Activity 
delivered through 
the Medium of Welsh 
Whether a learning activity is delivered through the 
medium of Welsh, English or Bilingually. Valid values 
are: 
 E  learning activity only delivered through 
English 
 C  learning activity only delivered through Welsh 
 P  learning activity delivered bilingually – formal 
bilingual model 
 R  learning activity delivered through separate 
language groups in same class 
  
 E should only be used if all aspects of learning are 
through the medium of English. 
  
 C should be used if learning is solely through the 
medium of Welsh including written, oral and group 
work, and assessment/examination. There may be 
occasional and tightly controlled use of English 
terminology and key phrases to reinforce learning.  
  
 P should be used if both English and Welsh in a class 
are used alternatively in a planned manner for 
different modules or component parts of a module with 
the language being used entirely for that component 
irrespective of whether the work is written, oral, group 
work or assessment. Students are taught as a class 
with no separate language groups. 
  
 R should be used if separate English and Welsh 
language groups are taught in the same class 
simultaneously. The Welsh language group may use 
Welsh amongst its members and the teacher/tutor (if 
that person is bilingual) for the whole class discussion. 
Assessment is either language.  
  
Provider Delivering 
Learning 
In most cases it is anticipated that the learning activity 
will be taught by the school at which the pupil is 
registered (and therefore the school which is making 
the Post-16 Collection return). If this is the case then 
your software should complete the field with the 
default value of S0000000. This code identifies the 
home school as the one providing the tuition. It is not 
necessary or helpful to enter the school’s own 
code in this field. 
  
 Where a learning activity is delivered through a 
partnership/ franchise or sub-contracted arrangement 
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with another school or college then a code relating to 
that school or college should be completed in this 
field.  
  
 Where a pupil is taught by another organisation: 
The school registering the pupil will show the 
pupil’s Enrolment Status as M - ‘Main’ and will 
supply data about the Learning Activities which 
they deliver internally with the code S0000000. 
They should also supply data about the Activities 
delivered by the other school showing that 
school’s code. 
  
 A full list of valid codes and the schools/providers to 
which they refer can be found in Annex B, C and D. 
Please only use the codes beginning with "Z" if there 
is no other appropriate code in the lists. 
  
 If a pupil is undertaking a learning activity at a provider 
for which there is no code given then the school 
should contact the Quality and Effectiveness 
Branch (contact details on page 3) with details 
regarding the provider delivering the learning and will 
be advised on how to code the provider appropriately. 
  
  
 
 
Actual End Date 
 
 
Actual end date of learning activity in format ccyy-mm-
dd. 
  
 If Completion Status is 1 then the actual end date 
should be set to:  
 9999-12-31  This would be expected when the 
pupil completed the first year of a two year course 
in the academic year 
  
 Where a pupil has left (i.e. Completion Status of 2, 3, 
4) then the actual end date for the learning activity 
should be entered. 
  
  
Completion Status Completion status at end of learning activity: 
 1 – continuing the learning activity (the default) 
 2 – completed the learning activity  
 3 – withdrawn from the learning activity 
 4 – transferred to a new learning activity 
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7. Validation and error correction 
 
7.1 Your software will provide a detailed report of validation errors and queries in 
your return. An “error” is the presence of an illegal character or value in a data 
item, or a logical inconsistency between data items or between different aspects 
of the return.  An error reflects some inaccuracy in or omission from the return. 
 
7.2 “Queries” are of two kinds: 
 they may relate to an unusual feature of the data (for example that a pupil 
in year group 12 is less than 15 years of age), which suggests, but does 
not prove, the presence of some inaccuracy or omission; or 
 they may be used as a prompt in areas where there seems a particularly 
high risk of errors occurring – pupil learning activities, for example. Some 
schools may have pupils following more than 6 activities of the same type, 
but these are exceptions and the software will query such cases. 
 
7.3 Queries of either kind need to be investigated to establish whether or not there is 
an inaccuracy or omission, although the conclusion may be that the data are in 
fact correct. 
 
7.4 It is essential for you to resolve all errors before submitting the return to your 
LA. It is also essential to investigate all queries, and to amend the data where it 
transpires that they are incorrect. On arrival at the WG, returns which contain 
significant errors will be rejected and will have to be re-submitted. The 
school will be required to amend the errors and upload the revised return file 
through DEWi, the online, secure data transfer system. Returns will not be 
edited by WG after being submitted via DEWi. 
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8. Sending the return to your LA 
 
8.1 Once the return has been authorised by the head teacher it should be sent to 
your LA. The mechanics of the transmission process will vary from one authority 
to another, so please contact your LA for details. 
 
8.2 Returns will not be edited by WG after being submitted via DEWi. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Timetable  
Date  Action 
Tues 23 September 2014 DEWi opens for Post-16 Collection Data 
LA defined Return to LA 
Monday 20 October 2014 Data Freeze  
 20 
 
9. Further information 
 
9.1 If you need further advice on the completion of any part of your Post-16 
Collection return, please contact your LA in the first instance. 
 
9.2 If there are questions which cannot be resolved in this way then you should 
contact the Quality & Effectiveness Policy Branch. Contact details can be found on 
page 3 of this document. 
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Annex A: Detailed completion notes by data field 
The purpose of this Appendix is to provide full information on each Post-16 
Collection data field in an easily digestible format. This is not intended to replace the 
information in Sections 4, 5 and 6 but is to complement the important information 
provided in those Sections, and to assist users of these completion notes when 
looking quickly for information about a specific field. 
 
In this Appendix, each field specified in the September 2014 Post-16 Collection is 
listed on a separate page with the details regarding that field provided in a standard 
format. An explanation of what is included in each part of the field template is given 
below. 
 
Format for Data Fields in Appendix 
 
 
Data set Name of 
dataset 
[School, Pupil 
or Learning 
Activity] 
Field length Length of field in terms of the 
number of characters 
    
Field name Name of field as 
used in XML file 
submitted to WAG 
by your software 
Field type Type of field [Alphanumeric, 
Numeric or Date] 
    
CBDS Number Code of field 
as defined in 
the Common 
Basic Data Set 
(CBDS) 
Mandatory for Which learners is the field 
required to be completed for [in 
the September 2014 return all 
fields are required for all learners] 
    
  
Description Description of the data required 
  
Reason required Information on why this data is required and how it will be used 
  
Valid entries List of values, and their descriptions, which may be returned within the data field. 
 
Note: these are the values required within the file submitted by your software 
system and they may differ to the way that the data is presented to you by your 
software. 
  
  
Notes Any miscellaneous notes, as well as an example of valid data which may be 
returned in the field. 
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LA Number 
 
 
Data set School Field length 3 
    
Field name LA Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number S1 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description LA Number 
  
Reason required To identify the local authority with which the returning school is associated. 
  
Valid entries Consisting of three digits in the range 660-681 
 
660 – Anglesey 
661 – Gwynedd 
662 – Conwy 
663 – Denbighshire 
664 – Flintshire 
665 – Wrexham 
666 – Powys 
667 – Ceredigion 
668 – Pembrokeshire 
669 – Carmarthenshire 
670 – Swansea 
671 – Neath Port Talbot 
672 – Bridgend 
673 – Vale of Glamorgan 
674 – Rhondda Cynon Taff 
675 – Merthyr Tydfil 
676 – Caerphilly 
677 – Blaenau Gwent 
678 – Torfaen 
679 – Monmouthshire 
680 – Newport 
681 – Cardiff 
  
  
Notes Sample Data:  660 
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School Number 
 
 
Data set School Field length 4 
    
Field name Estab Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number S2 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description School Number 
 
 
 
  
Reason required To identify the returning school 
  
Valid entries Consisting of four digits, in the ranges: 
 
4000-4999   Secondary schools 
5400-5499  Secondary schools 
5500-5599                  Middle schools 
5900-5901  Secondary/Middle schools 
 
  
  
Notes Sample Data: 4099 
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School Name 
 
 
Data set School Field length 100 
    
Field name Name Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number S5 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description School Name 
  
Reason required To identify the correct school name for the returning school so as to maintain up-to-
date records. 
  
Valid entries The full name of the school 
 
  
  
Notes Sample Data:  Anglesey Comprehensive School 
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Unique Pupil Number 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 13 
    
Field name UPN Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P1 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Unique Pupil Number 
  
Reason required To uniquely identify each pupil 
  
Valid entries In format ALLLnnnnnnnnB 
 A  - are valid alphabetic characters   
            LLL - valid LA code 
 nnnnnnnn - numeric 
  B - numeric or A-Z omitting I, O and S 
                 
  
Notes Must be a valid 13 character UPN. The software will check that no two (or more) 
pupils have the same UPN. Such errors must be resolved before the return is 
submitted.  If they are still present when the return is passed to the WG then it 
will be rejected. 
 
If you have any queries regarding UPNs please discuss these with the WG (see 
contact details on page 3). 
 
Sample Data: C68012345678A 
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Unique Learner Number 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 10 
    
Field name UPN Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number  Mandatory for All learners where an ULN has 
been issued 
    
  
Description Unique Learner Number 
  
Reason required To uniquely identify each learner 
  
Valid entries In format nnnnnnnnnn 
  
 nnnnnnnn - numeric 
   
                 
  
Notes Must be a valid 10 character ULN. This data will be supplied by LRS see notes 
in annex E 
If you have any queries regarding ULNs please discuss these with the WG (see 
contact details on page 3). 
 
Sample Data 4674810417 
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Former UPN 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 13 
    
Field name FormerUPN Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P2 Mandatory for  
    
  
Description Former UPN 
  
Reason required To identify pupils whose UPN has changed   
  
Valid entries Blank if no former UPN. 
 
Fomer UPNs should be recorded in the format ALLLnnnnnnnnB 
  A  - are valid alphabetic characters   
  LLL - valid LA code 
  nnnnnnnn - numeric 
   B - numeric or A-Z omitting I, O and S 
 
  
  
Notes Where the pupil has held another UPN while at your school (for example 
where a temporary UPN was allocated when the pupil was first admitted but this 
was subsequently replaced by a permanent UPN retrieved from a previous 
school). If no such former UPN exists, this field should be left blank. 
 
Sample Data: C68012345678A 
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Surname 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 35 
    
Field name Surname Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P3 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Surname 
  
Reason required To identify the pupil name 
  
Valid entries Any surname 
  
  
Notes Full surname, as the school believes it to be. 
 
Sample Data:  Jones 
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Forename 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 35 
    
Field name Forename Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P4 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Forename 
  
Reason required To identify the pupil name 
  
Valid entries Any forename 
  
  
Notes In full, not shortened or familiar versions. 
 
Sample Data: Marc 
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Middle Name(s) 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 35 
    
Field name MiddleNames Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P6 Mandatory for  
    
  
Description Middle Name(s) 
  
Reason required To identify the pupil name 
  
Valid entries Blank or any middle names 
  
  
Notes In full, not shortened or familiar versions. If the pupil has no middle name(s) then 
this field should be left blank. If the pupil has more than one middle name they 
should be separated by a single space, no other punctuation is necessary. 
 
Sample Data: Iwan Owen 
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Date of Birth 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 10 
    
Field name DOB Field type Date 
    
CBDS Number P7 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Date of Birth 
  
Reason required To identify the age of the pupil. 
 
The age is used in a range of analysis  
  
Valid entries Valid date in the format ccyy-mm-dd. 
  
  
Notes Sample Data: 1999-03-31 
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Gender 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 1 
    
Field name Gender Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P8 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Gender 
  
Reason required To identify the pupil gender 
  
Valid entries M (male) or F (female). 
  
  
Notes Sample Data:  M 
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National Curriculum Year Group 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 2 
    
Field name NCYearActual Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P45 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description National Curriculum Year Group 
  
Reason required To identify the year group of the pupil so as to monitor complete cohorts of learners. 
  
Valid entries The year group in which the pupil is taught for the majority of their time, 
regardless of their chronological age.   
 
The following values will apply: 
 
 12 year group 12; 
 13 year group 13; 
 14 beyond year group 13. 
  
  
Notes Sample Data: 12 
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Date of Entry to Current School 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 10 
    
Field name EntryDate Field type Date 
    
CBDS Number P37 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Date of Entry to Current School 
  
Reason required To identify pupil enrolment dates and facilitate tracking of individuals 
  
Valid entries Valid date in the format ccyy-mm-dd. 
  
  
Notes Must be a date on or before the end of the relevant academic year 2014-07-31. 
 
Sample Data: 2012-09-01 
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Enrolment Status 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 1 
    
Field name EnrolStatus Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P34 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Enrolment Status 
  
Reason required To differentiate between pupils registered at a school and guest pupils. For the 
purposes of funding Guest pupils will be excluded from calculations.  
 
This field informs funding calculations. Only learners flagged as Current 
or Current main attract funding.  
  
Valid entries The valid entries are : 
  
  C Current (single registration) 
  M Current main (dual registration) 
  G Guest pupil 
  
  
Notes Ideally guest pupils should be excluded from your Post-16 Collection return 
since their details will be returned by the school at which they are registered. 
However if you have entered them into your management information system, it 
may be impossible for the software to omit them when it compiles the return. If 
that is the case then guest pupils need to be identified so they can be excluded 
when the data are analysed. 
 
Sample Data: C 
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Postcode 
 
 
Data set Pupil Field length 8 
    
Field name Postcode Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P81 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Postcode of domicile 
  
Reason required The learner postcode is used for a wide variety of analysis  
 
  
Valid entries Valid postcode formats are: 
 
   An nAA 
   AAn nAA 
   AnA nAA 
   Ann nAA 
   AAnA nAA 
   AAnn nAA 
 where ‘A’ denotes an upper case letter and ‘n’ a number from 0 to 9 
  
  
Notes Common mistakes when recording postcodes are to confuse letters with similar 
looking numbers (e.g. letter ‘O’ with number zero), to omit the central space, or 
include a trailing full stop. Any of these will cause the postcode to be rejected as 
invalid.  
 
Your software should convert any ‘O’ at the start of the second postcode block 
to a 0 (zero), and to convert double spaces between postcode blocks to single 
spaces. 
 
Sample Data: CF14 5DZ 
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Learning Activity Identifier 
 
 
Data set LearningActivity Field length 2 
    
Field name LearningActvityID Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P200 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Learning Activity Indentifier 
  
Reason required To identify uniquely each learning activity being undertaken by a pupil. 
  
Valid entries Valid values are: 
          01, 02, 03…. Up to 99 
  
  
Notes Numeric code to easily identify each learning activity being undertaken by a 
pupil. Every learning activity taken by a pupil should have a different number 
starting with ‘01’ then incrementing by 1 for each additional learning activity. 
 
This numeric code should be automatically generated by your MIS 
software and you will not need to enter the information. Please check the 
software specific documentation provided by your supplier for further guidance. 
 
Sample Data 01 
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Learning Activity Reference 
 
 
Data set LearningActivit
y 
Field length 8 
    
Field name LearningActivity 
Reference 
Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P201 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Learning Activity Reference 
  
Reason required To identify the subject, qualification type and level of the learning activity being 
undertaken. 
 
This field informs funding calculations. Each Learning Activity Reference 
may attract a differing number of base CEUs., and hence a differing level 
of funding 
  
Valid entries Refer to Annex A where full list is given 
  
Notes Each learning activity is required to have a learning activity reference, which 
identifies the subject, qualification type and qualification level of the learning 
activity. 
 
A full list of valid codes and the learning activities to which they refer can be 
found in Annex A. 
 
A learning activity is defined as the course or programme of learning, which a 
pupil engages in with the aim of achieving a particular qualification, or unit of a 
qualification. For instance, if a pupil is enrolled in three classes, one designed to 
teach AS level French, another to teach AS level Mathematics and the third to 
teach GCSE Geology; then that pupil will have three learning activities in AS 
French, AS Mathematics and GCSE Geology respectively. 
 
Learning activities should only be recorded for learning which is intended 
to lead to an externally validated qualification. 
 
If a school needs to use one of the “other” codes then they should first contact 
Quality and Effectiveness Branch (contact details on page 3) to ensure that this 
is the only appropriate code to use and that the learning is a fundable learning 
activity and so should be recorded. The full list of  “Other” codes can be found in  
Annex A  
 
For further details please refer to paragraphs 6.6 and 6.9. 
 
 
Sample Data: 3210001E 
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Date Commenced Learning Activity 
 
 
Data set LearningActivit
y  
Field length 10 
    
Field name LearningActivity 
StartDate 
Field type Date 
    
CBDS Number P202 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Date Commenced Learning Activity 
  
Reason required To identify the start date of the learning activity and to be used with the end date 
to derive the duration of learning. 
The start date, coupled with the expected end date, is used to inform the 
duration of learning. If a learning activity spans two academic years there 
would need to be a record in the following year’s Post-16 Collection return 
to provide the remainder of the information. 
  
Valid entries Valid date in the format ccyy-mm-dd.  
 
  
  
Notes Date entered should be that when the pupil first attended classes aimed at 
delivering the stated learning activity. 
 
It is anticipated that the majority of pupils will be engaged in one year or two 
year learning activities. In these cases if a precise commencement date is not 
known then a default of 2013-09-01 may be input for one or two-year learning 
activities commencing in the 2013/14 academic year, and a default of 2012-09-
01 for two year learning activities commencing in the previous academic year. 
 
Where possible it is expected that schools will provide actual commencement 
dates and not default values. 
 
Sample Data: 2013-09-10 
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Expected End Date of Learning Activity 
 
 
Data set LearningActivit
y 
Field length 10 
    
Field name LearningActvity 
ExpectedEndDate 
Field type Date 
    
CBDS Number P203 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Expected End Date of Learning Activity 
  
Reason required To identify the expected end date of a learning activity and so monitor early 
withdrawals or transfers. 
 
The start date, coupled with the expected end date, is used to inform the 
duration of learning.  If a learning activity spans two academic years the 
funding is split accordingly over two years. The end of a two year course 
would need to be recorded in the following year’s Post-16 Collection 
return to allow accurate calculation of performance. 
  
Valid entries In the format ccyy-mm-dd.  
  
  
Notes In the format ccyy-mm-dd. Date entered should be that when the pupil is 
expected to complete the classes aimed at delivering the stated learning activity. 
The date should be that when teaching is expected to be completed and not the 
date on which the pupil is expected to sit the exam. 
 
It is anticipated that the majority of pupils will be engaged in one year or two 
year learning activities. In these cases if a precise expected end date is not 
known then a default of 2014-07-31 may be input for one-year learning activities 
commencing in the 2013/14 academic year or two year learning activities 
commencing in the previous academic year. A default of 2015-07-31 should be 
used for two-year learning activities commencing in the 2013/14 academic year. 
 
It is expected that schools, where possible, will provide actual expected end 
dates and not default values. 
 
Sample Data: 2014-07-06 
 
Validation 
Rule(s) 
4050   must be valid date format 
 
12582 Q  must be on or after 2013-09-20 
 
4070   must be later than LearningActivityStartDate 
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LLDD Indicator 
 
 
Data set LearningActvit
y 
Field length 1 
    
Field name LLDDLearner Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P204 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description LLDD Indicator 
  
Reason required To monitor learners with learning difficulties and/or disabilities and whether they 
are learning in a discrete or mainstream environment. 
 
This field may be used when calculating funding allocations. 
  
Valid entries Learners with Learning Difficulties and /or Disabilities (LLDD) who are on 
discrete learning activities or mainstream learning activities. Valid values are: 
 
0 not LLDD 
1 LLDD enrolled on discrete learning activity 
2 LLDD enrolled on mainstream learning activity 
 
  
  
Notes Code 1 should only be used where the learning activity relates to a pupil with a 
learning difficulty and/or disability who is accessing a learning environment 
where the pupils on the same learning activity also have learning difficulties 
and/or disabilities. 
 
Code 2 should be used where the learning activity relates to a pupil with a 
learning difficulty and/or disability who is accessing a learning environment 
where the majority of pupils on the same learning activity do not have learning 
difficulties and/or disabilities. 
 
Sample Data: 0 
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Learning Activity Delivered Through the Medium of Welsh 
 
 
Data set LearningActivit
y 
Field length 1 
    
Field name WelshMedium 
LearningActivity 
Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P205 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Learning Activity Delivered Through the Medium of Welsh 
  
Reason required To monitor the medium of delivery of learning activities and if bilingually 
delivered the teaching model adopted. 
 
This field informs funding calculations. Learning activities delivered 
through the medium of Welsh or Bilingually (Welsh Bilingual) may qualify 
for the Welsh Medium/Bilingual uplift (dependant on activity undertaken). 
Either of these uplifts attract a 25% uplift on the base or moderated CEU. 
  
Valid entries Whether a learning activity is delivered through the medium of Welsh, English or 
Bilingually. Valid values are: 
 
E learning activity only delivered through English 
C learning activity only delivered through Welsh 
P learning activity delivered bilingually – formal bilingual model 
R learning activity delivered through separate language  
            groups in the same class  
  
  
Notes E should only be used if all aspects of learning are through the medium of 
English. 
 
C should be used if learning is solely through the medium of Welsh including 
written, oral and group work, and assessment/examination. There may be 
occasional and tightly controlled use of English terminology and key phrases to 
reinforce learning. 
 
P should be used if both English and Welsh in a class are used alternately in a 
planned manner for different modules or component parts of a module with the 
language being used entirely for that component irrespective of whether the 
work is written, oral, group work or assessment. Students are taught as a class 
with no separate language groups. 
 
R should be used if separate English and Welsh language groups are taught in 
the same class simultaneously. The Welsh language group may use Welsh 
amongst its members and the teacher/tutor (if that person is bilingual) for the 
whole class discussion. Assessment is either language. 
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Provider Delivering Learning 
 
 
Data set LearningActivit
y  
Field length 8 
    
Field name LearningActivity 
Provider 
Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P206 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Provider Delivering Learning 
  
Reason required To identify where learning is being delivered and so the extent of 
franchising/sub-contracting/partnership arrangements between schools and 
other learning providers. 
 
 
  
Valid entries Please refer to Annex B, C or D for full list of valid codes 
  
  
Notes In most cases it is anticipated that the learning activity will be taught by the 
school at which the pupil is registered (and therefore the school which is making 
the Post-16 Collection return). If this is the case then your software should 
complete the field with the default value of S0000000. 
 
Where a learning activity is delivered through a partnership / franchise or sub-
contracted arrangement with another school or college then a code relating to 
that school or college should be completed in this field. 
Where a pupil is taught by another organisation the school registering the 
pupil will show the pupil’s Enrolment Status as ‘Main’ and will supply data 
about the Learning Activities which they deliver and those by the other 
school.  
 
A full list of valid codes and the schools/providers to which they refer can be 
found in Annex B, C and D. 
 
If a pupil is undertaking a learning activity at a provider for which there is no 
code given then the school should contact Quality and Effectiveness Branch 
(contact details on page 3) with details regarding the provider delivering the 
learning and we will advise on how to code the provider appropriately. 
 
Sample Data: S0000000 
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Actual End Date of Learning Activity 
 
 
Data set LearningActivit
y 
Field length 10 
    
Field name LearningActivity 
EndDate 
Field type Date 
    
CBDS Number P210 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Actual End Date of Learning Activity 
  
Reason required To identify the end date of the learning activity and to be used with the start date 
to derive the duration of learning. 
 
This field informs funding allocations. Where this field is not completed 
with the default date in the September return this field replaces, and is 
used in the same manner as, the expected end date 
  
Valid entries Valid date in format ccyy-mm-dd. 
 
If Completion Status is 1 then actual end date should be set to  
9999-12-31 
 
Where a pupil has left (i.e Completion Status of 2, 3, 4) then actual leaving 
date should be entered. 
 
  
  
Notes In the September Post-16 Collection 2014 return it is expected that all two 
year learning activities will be continuing and so this field will be filled with 
the default of “9999-12-31: continuing the learning activity”, but it would 
be expected that one year learning activities will be completed and that 
they would usually have an end date in the summer term.  
 
Sample Data:  2014-07-29 
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Completion Status 
 
 
Data set LearningActivit
y 
Field length 1 
    
Field name CompletionStatus Field type Alphanumeric 
    
CBDS Number P211 Mandatory for All learners 
    
  
Description Completion Status 
  
Reason required To identify those learning activities for which pupils have successfully completed 
the required learning and those learning activities from which pupils have 
withdrawn or transferred. 
 
 
  
Valid entries Completion status at end of learning activity: 
 
1 – continuing the learning activity (the default) 
2 – completed the learning activity 
3 – withdrawn from the learning activity 
4 – transferred to a new learning activity 
 
  
  
Notes In the September Post-16 Collection 2014 return it is expected that two 
year learning activities will be continuing and so this field will be filled with 
the default of “1: continuing the learning activity”. It would be likely that 
one year learning activities will be completed. 
 
Sample Data: 1 
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Annex B: Learning activity references 
 
GCSEs (including Vocational and Short GCSEs) 
 
Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3100001E Art and Design GCSE 
3100002E Biology GCSE 
3100003E Business Studies GCSE 
3100004E Catering GCSE 
3100005E Chemistry GCSE 
3100006E Design and Technology GCSE 
3100007E Drama GCSE 
3100008E Electronics GCSE 
3100009E English GCSE 
3100010E English Literature GCSE 
3100011E French GCSE 
3100012E Geography GCSE 
3100013E Geology GCSE 
3100014E German GCSE 
3100015E History GCSE 
3100016E Home Economics GCSE 
3100017E Humanities GCSE 
3100018E Information and Communication GCSE 
3100019E Mathematics GCSE 
3100020E Media Studies GCSE 
3100021E Music GCSE 
3100022E Physical Education GCSE 
3100023E Physics GCSE 
3100024E Religious Studies GCSE 
3100025E Science GCSE 
3100026E Sociology GCSE 
3100027E Spanish GCSE 
3100028E Welsh Language GCSE 
3100029E Welsh Literature GCSE 
3100030E Welsh Second Language GCSE 
3100031E Welsh First Language GCSE 
3100032E Accounting GCSE 
3100033E Communication Studies GCSE 
3100034E Computing GCSE 
3100035E Dance GCSE 
3100036E Economics GCSE 
3100037E Engineering GCSE 
3100038E General Studies GCSE 
3100039E Law GCSE 
3100040E Music Technology GCSE 
3100041E Performing Arts GCSE 
3100042E Philosophy GCSE 
3100043E Photography GCSE 
3100044E Psychology GCSE 
3100045E Social Policy GCSE 
3100046E Graphic Design GCSE 
3100047E Persian GCSE 
3100048E Italian GCSE 
3100049E Portuguese GCSE 
3100050E Dutch GCSE 
3100051E Islamic Religious Knowledge GCSE 
3100052E Arabic GCSE 
3100053E Urdu GCSE 
3100054E Czech GCSE 
3100055E Chinese GCSE 
3100056E Polish GCSE 
3100057E Malay GCSE 
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3100058E Hindi GCSE 
3100059E Bengali GCSE 
3100060E Turkish GCSE 
3100061E Latin GCSE 
3100062E Greek GCSE 
3100063E Russian GCSE 
3100064E Punjabi GCSE 
3100065E Vietnamese GCSE 
3100066E Modern Hebrew GCSE 
3100067E Statistics GCSE 
3100068E Integrated General Studies: Life Skills GCSE 
3100069E Business and Communication Systems GCSE 
3100070E Human Biology GCSE 
3100071E Hospitality Services GCSE 
3100072E Tourism/Travel GCSE 
3100073E Leisure/Sports Facilities Work GCSE 
3100074E Childcare Development GCSE 
3100075E Astronomy GCSE 
3100076E Additional Mathematics GCSE 
3100077E Art GCSE 
3100078E Asian Languages: General GCSE 
3100079E Audio and Visual Media GCSE 
3100080E Beauty Care and Hygiene GCSE 
3100081E Business and Food Technology  GCSE 
3100082E Business and Information Studies GCSE 
3100083E Business and Technology GCSE 
3100084E Business Systems GCSE 
3100085E Caring Skills GCSE 
3100086E Community Care GCSE 
3100087E Computer Studies GCSE 
3100088E Cookery GCSE 
3100089E European Studies GCSE 
3100090E Film and TV Studies GCSE 
3100091E Food and Catering Studies GCSE 
3100092E Food and Nutrition GCSE 
3100093E Food and Textiles GCSE 
3100094E Office Applications GCSE 
3100095E Personal and Caring Services GCSE 
3100096E Sports Studies GCSE 
3100200E Business Studies (Dual Award) GCSE  
3100201E Biological Science (Double Award) GCSE 
3100202E GCSE Latin GCSE 
3109994E Other GCSE language 3 GCSE 
3109995E Other GCSE Subject 3 GCSE 
3109996E Other GCSE language 2 GCSE 
3109997E Other GCSE Subject 2 GCSE 
3109998E Other GCSE language GCSE 
3109999E Other GCSE subject GCSE 
3110000E Science: Double Award GCSE Double Award 
3110001E Information and Communication Technology Short Course GCSE 
3110002E Physical Education Short Course GCSE 
3110003E Religious Studies Short Course GCSE 
3110004E French Short Course GCSE 
3110005E German Short Course GCSE 
3110006E Spanish Short Course GCSE 
3110007E Electronics Short Course GCSE 
3110008E History Short Course GCSE 
3110009E Geography Short Course GCSE 
3110010E Welsh Second Language Short Course GCSE 
3110011E Business Studies Short Course GCSE 
3110012E Design and Technology Short Course GCSE 
3110013E Personal and Social Education Short Course GCSE 
3110014E Art and Design Short Course GCSE 
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3110015E Citizenship Studies Short Course GCSE 
3110016E Preparation for Working Life  Short Course GCSE 
3110997E Other GCSE Double Award Subject 3 GCSE Double Award 
3110998E Other GCSE Double Award Subject 2 GCSE Double Award 
3110999E Other GCSE Double Award Subject GCSE Double Award 
3111997E Other Short Course GCSE Subject 2 Short Course GCSE 
3111998E Other Short Course GCSE language Short Course GCSE 
3111999E Other Short Course GCSE subject Short Course GCSE 
3120000E Applied Science (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120001E Applied Business (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120002E Applied ICT (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120003E Health and Social Care (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120004E Leisure and Tourism (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120005E Applied Art and Design (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120006E Manufacturing (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120007E Engineering (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120008E Travel and Tourism GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120009E Applied Design and Craft GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120010E Applied Electronics GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120011E Applied Life Sciences GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120012E Applied Physical Sciences GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120013E Applied Physics GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120014E Applied Science GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120015E Applied Science and Technology GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120016E Applied Performing Arts GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120017E Applied Performing Arts (Double Award) GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3120018E Hospitality and Catering  GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3129997E Other GCSE in Vocational subject 3 GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3129998E Other GCSE in Vocational subject 2 GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
3129999E Other GCSE in Vocational subject GCSEs in Vocational Subjects 
 
GCE A/AS Level 
 
Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3200000E Art and Design GCE AS Level 
3200001E Biology GCE AS Level 
3200002E Business Studies GCE AS Level 
3200003E Chemistry GCE AS Level 
3200004E Computing GCE AS Level 
3200005E Design & Technology GCE AS Level 
3200006E Drama and Theatre Studies GCE AS Level 
3200007E Economics GCE AS Level 
3200008E Electronics GCE AS Level 
3200009E English Language GCE AS Level 
3200010E English Language & Literature GCE AS Level 
3200011E English Literature GCE AS Level 
3200012E Film Studies GCE AS Level 
3200013E French GCE AS Level 
3200014E Geography GCE AS Level 
3200015E Geology GCE AS Level 
3200016E German GCE AS Level 
3200017E History GCE AS Level 
3200018E Law GCE AS Level 
3200019E Mathematics GCE AS Level 
3200020E Media Studies GCE AS Level 
3200021E Music GCE AS Level 
3200022E Physical Education GCE AS Level 
3200023E Physics GCE AS Level 
3200024E Religious Studies GCE AS Level 
3200025E Spanish GCE AS Level 
3200026E Welsh as a Second Language (Cymraeg Ail laith) GCE AS Level 
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3200027E Welsh First Language (Cymraeg laith Cyntaf) GCE AS Level 
3200028E World Development GCE AS Level 
3200029E Accounting GCE AS Level 
3200030E Classical Civilisation GCE AS Level 
3200031E Classic Greek GCE AS Level 
3200032E Communication Studies GCE AS Level 
3200033E Dance GCE AS Level 
3200034E General Studies GCE AS Level 
3200035E Government & Politics GCE AS Level 
3200036E Home Economics GCE AS Level 
3200037E Information and Communication GCE AS Level 
3200038E Italian GCE AS Level 
3200039E Latin GCE AS Level 
3200040E Philosophy GCE AS Level 
3200041E Psychology GCE AS Level 
3200042E Science GCE AS Level 
3200043E Social Policy GCE AS Level 
3200044E Sociology GCE AS Level 
3200045E Art with Textiles GCE AS Level 
3200046E Business and Finance GCE AS Level 
3200047E Engineering GCE AS Level 
3200048E Music Technology GCE AS Level 
3200049E Performing Arts GCE AS Level 
3200050E Photography GCE AS Level 
3200051E Sports Studies GCE AS Level 
3200052E Glass/ Ceramics/ Stone Crafts GCE AS Level 
3200053E Further Mathematics GCE AS Level 
3200054E Sports, Games and Recreation GCE AS Level 
3200056E Japanese GCE AS Level 
3200057E Environmental Science GCE AS Level 
3200058E Art and Design Graphics GCE AS Level 
3200059E Persian GCE AS Level 
3200060E Arabic GCE AS Level 
3200061E Urdu GCE AS Level 
3200062E Critical Thinking GCE AS Level 
3200063E Punjabi GCE AS Level 
3200064E Bengali GCE AS Level 
3200065E Performance Studies GCE AS Level 
3200066E *** NOT USED   **** GCE AS Level 
3200067E *** NOT USED   **** GCE AS Level 
3200068E *** NOT USED   **** GCE AS Level 
3200069E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied AS Level 
3200070E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied AS Level 
3200071E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied AS Level 
3200072E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied AS Level 
3200073E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied AS Level 
3200074E Applied Business (Double Award) GCE Applied AS Level 
3200075E Leisure Studies GCE Applied AS Level 
3200076E Leisure Studies (Double Award) GCE Applied AS Level 
3200077E Applied Science GCE Applied AS Level 
3200078E Applied Science (Double Award) GCE Applied AS Level 
3200079E Applied Art and Design  GCE Applied AS Level 
3200080E Applied Art and Design (Double Award) GCE Applied AS Level 
3200081E Applied ICT GCE Applied AS Level 
3200082E Applied ICT (Double Award) GCE Applied AS Level 
3200083E Health and Social Care GCE Applied AS Level 
3200084E Health and Social Care (Double Award) GCE Applied AS Level 
3200085E Travel and Tourism GCE Applied AS Level 
3200086E Travel and Tourism (Double Award) GCE Applied AS Level 
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3200087E Business GCE Applied AS Level 
3200100E Classical Studies GCE AS Level 
3200101E Linguistic Studies GCE AS Level 
3200102E Social Studies GCE AS Level 
3200103E Language Studies GCE AS Level 
3200104E Art Studies/ Fine Art GCE AS Level 
3200105E History of Art GCE AS Level 
3200106E Art and Design: Three Dimensional Studies GCE AS Level 
3200107E Theatre Studies GCE AS Level 
3200108E Ancient History GCE AS Level 
3200109E Applied Mathematics GCE AS Level 
3200110E Mathematics (Mechanics) GCE AS Level 
3200111E Human Biology GCE AS Level 
3200112E Natural History GCE AS Level 
3200113E Astronomy GCE AS Level 
3200114E Polish GCE AS Level 
3200115E Chinese GCE AS Level 
3200116E Russian GCE AS Level 
3200117E Hindi GCE AS Level 
3200118E Malay GCE AS Level 
3200119E Science for Public Understanding GCE AS Level 
3200120E Government and Politics GCE AS Level 
3200121E Arabic GCE AS Level 
3200122E Child Care Services GCE AS Level 
3200123E Cookery GCE AS Level 
3200124E Food Science/Technology GCE AS Level 
3200125E Greek GCE AS Level 
3200126E Social Care/Social Work Skills GCE AS Level 
3200127E Performing Arts GCE AS Level 
3200128E Engineering GCE AS Level 
3200129E Statistics GCE AS Level 
3200130E Pure Mathematics GCE AS Level 
3200131E Media Communication and Production GCE AS Level 
3200132E Citizenship GCE AS Level 
3200133E Dutch GCE AS Level 
3200134E Portuguese GCE AS Level 
3200135E Biology and Human Biology GCE AS Level 
3200136E Forensic Science GCE AS Level 
3209995E Other GCE Applied AS Level GCE Applied AS Level 
3209996E Other GCE Applied AS Level (Double Award) GCE Applied AS Level 
3209997E Other GCE AS Level subject 2 GCE AS Level 
3209998E Other GCE AS Level language GCE AS Level 
3209999E Other GCE AS Level subject GCE AS Level 
3210000E Art and Design GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210001E Biology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210002E Business Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210003E Chemistry GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210004E Computing GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210005E Design & Technology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210006E Drama and Theatre Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210007E Economics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210008E Electronics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210009E English Language GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210010E English Language & Literature GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210011E English Literature GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210012E Film Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210013E French GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210014E Geography GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210015E Geology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3210016E German GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210017E History GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210018E Law GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210019E Mathematics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210020E Media Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210021E Music GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210022E Physical Education GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210023E Physics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210024E Religious Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210025E Spanish GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210026E Welsh First Language (Cymraeg laith Cyntaf) GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210027E Welsh Second Language (Cymraeg Ail laith) GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210028E World Development GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210029E Accounting GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210030E Classical Civilisation GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210031E Classic Greek GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210032E Communication Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210033E Dance GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210034E General Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210035E Government & Politics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210036E Home Economics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210037E Information and Communication GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210038E Italian GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210039E Latin GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210040E Philosophy GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210041E Psychology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210042E Science GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210043E Social Policy GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210044E Sociology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210045E Art with Textiles GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210046E Business and Finance GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210047E Engineering GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210048E Music Technology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210049E Performing Arts GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210050E Photography GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210051E Sports Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210052E Glass/ Ceramics/ Stone Crafts GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210053E Further Mathematics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210054E Sports, Games and Recreation GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210056E Japanese GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210057E Environmental Science GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210058E Art and Design Graphics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210059E Persian GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210060E Arabic GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210061E Urdu GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210062E Critical Thinking GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210063E Punjabi GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210064E Bengali GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210065E Performance Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210066E *** NOT USED   **** GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210067E *** NOT USED   **** GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210068E *** NOT USED   **** GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210069E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210070E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210071E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210072E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210073E *** NOT USED   **** GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210074E Applied Business (Double Award) GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210075E Leisure Studies GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3210076E Leisure Studies (Double Award) GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210077E Applied Science GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210078E Applied Science (Double Award) GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210079E Applied Art and Design  GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210080E Applied Art and Design (Double Award) GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210081E Applied ICT GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210082E Applied ICT (Double Award) GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3210083E Applied Business Single Award GCE Applied AS Level 
3210084E Applied Business Single Award GCE A Level (A2 Level) 
3210085E Applied Business (Single Award) GCE AS Level 3 
3210086E Applied Business (Single Award) Advanced GCE Level 3 
3210087E Applied Business AS Level 
3210088E Applied Business A Level 
3210100E Classical Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210101E Linguistic Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210102E Social Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210103E Language Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210104E Art Studies/ Fine Art GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210105E History of Art GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210106E Art and Design: Three Dimensional Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210107E Theatre Studies GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210108E Ancient History GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210109E Applied Mathematics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210110E Mathematics (Mechanics) GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210111E Human Biology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210112E Natural History GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210113E Astronomy GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210114E Polish GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210115E Chinese GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210116E Russian GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210117E Hindi GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210118E Malay GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210119E Science for Public Understanding GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210120E Government and Politics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210121E Arabic GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210122E Child Care Services GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210123E Cookery GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210124E Food Science/Technology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210125E Greek GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210126E Social Care/Social Work Skills GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210127E Performing Arts GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210128E Engineering GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210129E Statistics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210130E Pure Mathematics GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210131E Media Communication and Production GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210132E Health and Social Care GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210133E Health and Social Care (Double Award) GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210134E Travel and Tourism GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210135E Travel and Tourism (Double Award) GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210136E Business GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210137E Citizenship GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210138E  Dutch GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210139E Portuguese GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3210140E Biology and Human Biology GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3219995E Other GCE Applied (A2 Level) GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3219996E Other GCE Applied (A2 Level) (Double Award) GCE Applied (A2 Level)  
3219997E Other GCE A Level subject 2 GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3219998E Other GCE A Level language GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
3219999E Other GCE A Level subject GCE A Level (A2 Level)  
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 Advanced Vocational Certificate of Education 
 
Reference  Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity  
3300000E  Business Advanced Subsidiary VCE 
3300001E  Engineering Advanced Subsidiary VCE 
3300002E  Health and Social Care Advanced Subsidiary VCE 
3300003E  Information and Communication Technology Advanced Subsidiary VCE 
3309999E  Other Advanced Subsidiary VCE Subject Advanced Subsidiary VCE 
3310000E  Art and Design Advanced VCE 
3310001E   Business Advanced VCE 
3310002E  Construction and the Built Environment Advanced VCE 
3310003E  Engineering Advanced VCE 
3310004E  Health and Social Care Advanced VCE 
3310005E  Hospitality and Catering Advanced VCE 
3310006E  Information and Communication Technology Advanced VCE 
3310007E  Leisure and Recreation Advanced VCE 
3310008E  Manufacturing Advanced VCE 
3310009E  Media: Communication and Production Advanced VCE 
3310010E  Performing Arts Advanced VCE 
3310011E  Retail and Distributive Services Advanced VCE 
3310012E  Science Advanced VCE 
3310013E  Travel and Tourism Advanced VCE 
3310014E  Welsh First Language Advanced VCE 
3310015E  Welsh Second Language Advanced VCE 
3319999E  Other Advanced VCE Subject Advanced VCE 
3320000E  Art and Design Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320001E  Business Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320002E  Construction and the Built Environment Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320003E  Engineering Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320004E  Health and Social Care Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320005E  Hospitality and Catering Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320006E  Information and Communication Technology Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320007E  Leisure and Recreation Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320008E  Manufacturing Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320009E  Media: Communication and Production Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320010E  Performing Arts Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320011E  Science Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3320012E  Travel and Tourism Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
3329999E  Other Advanced VCE (Double Award) Subject Advanced VCE (Double Award) 
 
Key Skills 
 
Reference  Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity  
3400000E  Application of Number – Level 1 Key Skills Unit 
3400001E  Application of Number – Level 2 Key Skills Unit 
3400002E  Application of Number – Level 3 Key Skills Unit 
3400003E  Application of Number – Level 4 Key Skills Unit 
3400004E  Communication – Level 1 Key Skills Unit 
3400005E  Communication – Level 2 Key Skills Unit 
3400006E  Communication – Level 3 Key Skills Unit 
3400007E  Communication – Level 4 Key Skills Unit 
3400008E  Information Technology – Level 1 Key Skills Unit 
3400009E  Information Technology – Level 2 Key Skills Unit 
3400010E  Information Technology – Level 3 Key Skills Unit 
3400011E  Information Technology – Level 4 Key Skills Unit 
3400012E   Working with Others – Level 1 Key Skills Unit 
3400013E  Working with Others – Level 2 Key Skills Unit 
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3400014E  Working with Others – Level 3 Key Skills Unit 
3400015E  Working with Others – Level 4 Key Skills Unit 
3400016E  Improving own Learning and Performance – Level 1 Key Skills Unit 
3400017E  Improving own Learning and Performance – Level 2 Key Skills Unit 
3400018E  Improving own Learning and Performance – Level 3 Key Skills Unit 
3400019E  Improving own Learning and Performance – Level 4 Key Skills Unit 
3400020E  Problem Solving – Level 1 Key Skills Unit 
3400021E  Problem Solving – Level 2 Key Skills Unit 
3400022E  Problem Solving – Level 3 Key Skills Unit 
3400023E  Problem Solving – Level 4 Key Skills Unit 
 
 
GNVQs 
 
Reference  Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity  
3500000E  Art and Design Foundation GNVQ 
3500001E  Business Foundation GNVQ 
3500002E  Construction and the Built Environment Foundation GNVQ 
3500003E  Engineering Foundation GNVQ 
3500004E  Health and Social Care Foundation GNVQ 
3500005E  Hospitality and Catering Foundation GNVQ 
3500006E  Information and Communication Technology Foundation GNVQ 
3500007E  Land and Environment Foundation GNVQ 
3500008E  Leisure and Tourism Foundation GNVQ 
3500009E  Manufacturing Foundation GNVQ 
3500010E  Performing Arts Foundation GNVQ 
3500011E  Retail and Distributive Services Foundation GNVQ 
3500012E  Science Foundation GNVQ 
3500013E  Hairdressing Foundation GNVQ 
3509999E  Other Foundation GNVQ subject Foundation GNVQ 
3510000E  Art and Design  Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3510001E  Business  Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3510002E  Engineering  Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3510003E  Health and Social Care  Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3510004E  Information and Communication Technology  Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3510005E  Leisure and Tourism  Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3510006E  Manufacturing  Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3510007E Hairdressing Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3519999E  Other Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) subject Foundation GNVQ (Part 1) 
3520000E  Art and Design Intermediate GNVQ 
3520001E  Business Intermediate GNVQ 
3520002E  Construction and the Built Environment Intermediate GNVQ 
3520003E  Engineering Intermediate GNVQ 
3520004E  Health and Social Care Intermediate GNVQ 
3520005E  Hospitality and Catering Intermediate GNVQ 
3520006E  Information and Communication Technology Intermediate GNVQ 
3520007E  Land and Environment Intermediate GNVQ 
3520008E  Leisure and Tourism Intermediate GNVQ 
3520009E  Manufacturing Intermediate GNVQ 
3520010E  Media: Communication and Production Intermediate GNVQ 
3520011E  Performing Arts Intermediate GNVQ 
3520012E  Retail and Distributive Services Intermediate GNVQ 
3520013E  Science Intermediate GNVQ 
3520014E Hairdressing Intermediate GNVQ 
3529999E  Other Intermediate GNVQ subject Intermediate GNVQ 
3530000E  Art and Design  Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
3530001E  Business  Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
3530002E  Engineering  Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
3530003E  Health and Social Care  Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
3530004E  Information and Communication Technology  Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
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Reference  Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity  
3530005E  Leisure and Tourism  Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
3530006E  Manufacturing  Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
3530007E Hairdressing Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
3539999E Other Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) subject Intermediate GNVQ (Part 1) 
3540000E Art and Design Advanced GNVQ 
3540001E Business Advanced GNVQ 
3540002E Construction and the Built Environment Advanced GNVQ 
3540003E Engineering Advanced GNVQ  
3540004E Health and Social Care Advanced GNVQ 
3540005E Hospitality and Catering Advanced GNVQ 
3540006E Information Technology Advanced GNVQ 
3540007E Leisure and Tourism  Advanced GNVQ 
3540008E Manufacturing Advanced GNVQ 
3540009E Science Advanced GNVQ 
3540010E Retail and Distributive Services Advanced GNVQ 
3549999E Other Advanced GNVQ Advanced GNVQ 
 
 
Free Standing Mathematics Qualifications 
 
Reference  Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity  
3600000E  Working in 2 & 3 Dimensions Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600001E   Making Sense of Data Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600002E  Managing Money Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600003E  Solving Problems in Shape & Space Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600004E  Handling & Interpreting Data Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600005E  Making Connections in Mathematics Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600006E  Using Algebra, Functions & Graphics Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600007E  Calculating Finances Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600008E  Modelling with Calculus Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600009E  Working with Algebraic & Graphical  Techniques Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600010E  Using & Applying Statistics Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600011E  Additional Mathematics Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
3600012E  Foundations of Advanced Mathematics Free Standing Maths Qualifications 
 
Principal Learning 
 
Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3620000E Construction and the Built Environment   Level 1 Principal Learning 
3620001E Engineering Level 1 Principal Learning 
3620002E Information Technology Level 1 Principal Learning 
3620003E Creative and Media Level 1 Principal Learning 
3629998E Other Level 1 Principal Learning  Level 1 Principal Learning 
3629999E Other Level 1 Principal Learning (Subject 2) Level 1 Principal Learning 
3630000E Construction and the Built Environment   Level 2 Principal Learning 
3630001E Engineering Level 2 Principal Learning 
3630002E Information Technology Level 2 Principal Learning 
3630003E Creative and Media Level 2 Principal Learning 
3639998E Other Level 2 Principal Learning (Subject 2) Level 2 Principal Learning 
3639999E Other Level 2 Principal Learning  Level 2 Principal Learning 
3640000E Construction and the Built Environment   Level 3 Principal Learning 
3640001E Engineering Level 3 Principal Learning 
3640002E Information Technology Level 3 Principal Learning 
3640003E Creative and Media Level 3 Principal Learning 
3649998E Other Level 3 Principal Learning (Subject 2) Level 3 Principal Learning 
3649999E Other Level 3 Principal Learning  Level 3 Principal Learning 
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BTECs 
Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3670001E Business BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670002E Sport BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670003E Sport and Exercise Sciences BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670004E Art and Design BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670005E Performing Arts BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670006E Level 3 BTEC Subsidiary Diploma  in Performing Arts (Dance) BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670007E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma Art and Design BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670008E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma Engineering BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670009E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma Public Services BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670010E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma Music Technology BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670011E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma Health & Social Care BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670012E BTEC Subsidiary Diploma Travel and Tourism BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670013E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma Information Technology BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670014E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma in Hospitality (QCF) BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670015E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma Sport BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3670016E BTEC 3D Art & Design Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3679998E Other BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 2 BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3679999E Other BTEC Subsidiary Diploma BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3680000E BTEC Level 3 Business BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3680001E Business BTEC Extended Diploma 
3680002E Sport BTEC Extended Diploma 
3680003E Sport and Exercise Sciences BTEC Extended Diploma 
3680004E Art and Design BTEC Extended Diploma 
3680005E Performing Arts BTEC Extended Diploma 
3680006E Production Arts BTEC Extended Diploma 
3680007E BTEC Level 3 Certificate in Performing Art BTEC Level 3 Certificate 
3680008E BTEC Level 3 Construction and the Built Environment BTEC Subsidiary Diploma 
3680009E BTEC Level 2 Construction BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate 
3680010E BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Construction BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate 
3680011E BTEC Level 3 Agriculture BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma 
3680012E BTEC Level 3 Certificate in Supporting Teaching and Learning 
in Schools 
BTEC Level 3 Certificate 
3680013E BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma in Sport (Developing 
Coaching & Fitness) 
BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma 
3680014E BTEC Level 3 Certificate in Hospitality BTEC Level 3 Certificate 
3680015E BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Hospitality BTEC Level 2 Exteded Certificate 
3680016E BTEC Diploma 1 in Hospitalty BTEC Diploma 1 
3680017E BTEC Level 3 Certificate in Agriculture BTEC Level 3 Certificate 
3680018E BTEC Animal Care/Animal Management BTEC 
3680019E BTEC Level 3 Certificate Applied Science BTEC Level 3 Certificate 
3689998E Other BTEC Extended Diploma 2 BTEC Extended Diploma 
3689999E Other BTEC Extended Diploma BTEC Extended Diploma 
3690001E Sport and Leisure BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690002E Performing Arts  BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690003E Health and Social Care BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690004E Hospitality, Travel and Tourism BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690005E Land and Environment BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690006E Art, Design and Media and Design BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690007E Land and Environment BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690008E Engineering BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690009E Construction BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3690010E Vocational Studies BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3699998E Other BTEC Introductory Diploma 2 BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3699999E Other BTEC Introductory Diploma BTEC Introductory Diploma 
3700001E Sport and Leisure BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3700002E Performing Arts  BTEC Introductory Certificate 
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3700003E Health and Social Care BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3700004E Hospitality, Travel and Tourism BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3700005E Land and Environment BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3700006E Art, Design and Media and Design BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3700007E Land and Environment BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3700008E Engineering BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3700009E Art, Design and Media  BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3709998E Other BTEC Introductory Certificate 2 BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3709999E Other BTEC Introductory Certificate BTEC Introductory Certificate 
3710001E Sport BTEC First Diploma 
3710002E Sport and Exercise Sciences BTEC First Diploma 
3710003E Early Years BTEC First Diploma 
3710004E Public Services BTEC First Diploma 
3710005E IT Practitioners BTEC First Diploma 
3710006E Health and Social Care BTEC First Diploma 
3710007E Business BTEC First Diploma 
3710008E Hospitality BTEC First Diploma 
3710009E Manufacturing Engineering BTEC First Diploma 
3710010E Travel and Tourism BTEC First Diploma 
3710011E Engineering BTEC First Diploma 
3710012E Art and Design BTEC First Diploma 
3710013E Retail BTEC First Diploma 
3710014E Performing Arts  BTEC First Diploma 
3710015E Media BTEC First Diploma 
3710016E Construction BTEC First Diploma 
3710017E Electronics BTEC First Diploma 
3710018E Design BTEC First Diploma 
3710019E Horticulture BTEC First Diploma 
3710020E Agriculture BTEC First Diploma 
3710021E Applied Science BTEC First Diploma 
3710022E Animal Care BTEC First Diploma 
3710023E Horse Care BTEC First Diploma 
3710024E Children’s Care Learning and Development BTEC First Diploma 
3719998E Other BTEC First Diploma 2 BTEC First Diploma 
3719999E Other BTEC First Diploma BTEC First Diploma 
3720001E Performing Arts  BTEC First Certificate 
3720002E Applied Science BTEC First Certificate 
3720003E Hospitality BTEC First Certificate 
3720004E Travel and Tourism BTEC First Certificate 
3720005E Manufacturing Engineering BTEC First Certificate 
3720006E Health and Social Care BTEC First Certificate 
3720007E Business BTEC First Certificate 
3720008E Horse Care BTEC First Certificate 
3720009E Sport BTEC First Certificate 
3720010E Media BTEC First Certificate 
3720011E Public Services BTEC First Certificate 
3720012E Animal Care BTEC First Certificate 
3720013E Art and Design BTEC First Certificate 
3720014E IT Practitioners BTEC First Certificate 
3720015E Front Line Services BTEC First Certificate 
3720016E Vehicle Technology BTEC First Certificate 
3720017E Construction BTEC First Certificate 
3720018E Engineering BTEC First Certificate 
3720019E Agriculture BTEC First Certificate 
3720020E Retail BTEC First Certificate 
3720021E Children’s Care, Learning and Development BTEC First Certificate 
3720022E Countryside and Environment BTEC First Certificate 
3720023E Music BTEC First Certificate 
3729997E Other BTEC First Certificate 3 BTEC First Certificate 
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3729998E Other BTEC First Certificate 2 BTEC First Certificate 
3729999E Other BTEC First Certificate BTEC First Certificate 
3730001E Sports Science BTEC National Diploma 
3730002E Sport and Exercise Sciences BTEC National Diploma 
3730003E Early Years BTEC National Diploma 
3730004E Public Services BTEC National Diploma 
3730005E IT Practitioners BTEC National Diploma 
3730006E Aerospace Engineering BTEC National Diploma 
3730007E Business BTEC National Diploma 
3730008E Travel and Tourism BTEC National Diploma 
3730009E Retail BTEC National Diploma 
3730010E Performing Arts  BTEC National Diploma 
3730011E Media BTEC National Diploma 
3730012E Business BTEC National Diploma 
3730013E Art and Design BTEC National Diploma 
3730014E Design BTEC National Diploma 
3730015E Health Studies BTEC National Diploma 
3730016E Agriculture BTEC National Diploma 
3730017E Applied Science BTEC National Diploma 
3730018E Manufacturing Engineering BTEC National Diploma 
3730019E Mechanical Engineering BTEC National Diploma 
3730020E Fine Art BTEC National Diploma 
3730021E Hospitality BTEC National Diploma 
3730022E Construction BTEC National Diploma 
3730023E Health and Social Care BTEC National Diploma 
3730024E Media Production BTEC National Diploma 
3739998E Other BTEC National Diploma 2 BTEC National Diploma 
3739999E Other BTEC National Diploma BTEC National Diploma 
3740000E BTEC National Diploma Science BTEC National Diploma 
3740001E Sports Science BTEC National Certificate 
3740002E Sport and Exercise Sciences BTEC National Certificate 
3740003E Early Years BTEC National Certificate 
3740004E Public Services BTEC National Certificate 
3740005E Travel and Tourism BTEC National Certificate 
3740006E Hospitality BTEC National Certificate 
3740007E Engineering BTEC National Certificate 
3740008E Retail BTEC National Certificate 
3740009E Performing Arts  BTEC National Certificate 
3740011E Media BTEC National Certificate 
3740012E Business BTEC National Certificate 
3740013E Art and Design BTEC National Certificate 
3740014E Design BTEC National Certificate 
3740015E Health Studies BTEC National Certificate 
3740016E Agriculture BTEC National Certificate 
3740017E Applied Science BTEC National Certificate 
3740018E Manufacturing Engineering BTEC National Certificate 
3740019E Mechanical Engineering BTEC National Certificate 
3740020E Fine Art BTEC National Certificate 
3740021E IT Practitioners BTEC National Certificate 
3740022E Sport BTEC National Certificate 
3740023E Health and Social Care BTEC National Certificate 
3740024E Music BTEC National Certificate 
3740025E Vehicle Technology BTEC National Certificate 
3740026E BTEC Level 2  Certificate  in PUBLIC Services BTEC National Certificate 
3740027E BTEC Level 2 Certificate in Retail Knowledge BTEC National Certificate 
3740028E BTEC Level 2 Certificate in WorkSkills (QCF) BTEC National Certificate 
3740029E BTEC Extended Certificate Level 2 Business BTEC National Certificate 
3740030E BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate Engineering BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate 
3740031E BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in Art & Design BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate 
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3740032E BTEC Level 2 Travel and Tourism BTEC Level 2 Certificate 
3740033E BTEC Level 2 Award in Support Work in Schools BTEC Level 2 Award 
3740034E BTEC National Award in Children’s Care Learning and 
Development 
BTEC National Award 
3740035E BTEC National Certificate Science BTEC National Certificate 
3749998E Other BTEC National Certificate 2 BTEC National Certificate 
3749999E Other BTEC National Certificate BTEC National Certificate 
3750001E Sports Science BTEC National Award 
3750002E Sport and Exercise Sciences BTEC National Award 
3750003E Early Years BTEC National Award 
3750004E Public Services BTEC National Award 
3750005E IT Practitioners BTEC National Award 
3750006E Music Practice BTEC National Award 
3750007E Music Technology BTEC National Award 
3750008E PE  BTEC National Award 
3750009E Engineering BTEC National Award 
3750010E Agriculture BTEC National Award 
3750011E Retail BTEC National Award 
3750012E Performing Arts  BTEC National Award 
3750013E Media BTEC National Award 
3750014E Business BTEC National Award 
3750015E Art and Design BTEC National Award 
3750016E Applied Science BTEC National Award 
3750017E Hospitality BTEC National Award 
3750018E Sport BTEC National Award 
3750019E Travel and Tourism BTEC National Award 
3750020E Health and Social Care BTEC National Award 
3750021E Music BTEC National Award 
3750022E Horse Management BTEC National Award 
3750023E Construction BTEC National Award 
3750024E Animal Management BTEC National Award 
3750025E Applied Law BTEC National Award 
3750026E Uniformed Public Services BTEC National Award 
3759998E Other BTEC National Award 2 BTEC National Award 
3759999E Other BTEC National Award BTEC National Award 
3760001E Hairdressing BTEC Certificate 
3760002E Health and Care BTEC Certificate 
3760003E Health and Social Care BTEC Certificate 
3760004E Sport and Leisure BTEC Certificate 
3760005E Early Years Care and Education BTEC Certificate 
3760006E Graphics BTEC Certificate 
3760007E Interactive Use of Media BTEC Certificate 
3760008E Photography BTEC Certificate 
3760009E Children’s Care and Learning Development BTEC Certificate 
3760010E Retailing BTEC Certificate 
3760011E Skills for Working Life (Entry 2 and 3) BTEC Certificate 
3760012E Business BTEC Certificate 
3760013E Sport BTEC Certificate 
3760014E Sport and Exercise Sciences BTEC Certificate 
3760015E Certificate in Child Care and Education (NQF) BTEC Level 3 
3760016E Diploma in Child Care and Education (NQF) BTEC Level 3 
3760017E BTEC Level 3 Diploma in Health and Social Care BTEC Level 3 Diploma 
3760018E BTEC L3 Diploma (2010) Sport BTEC Level 3 Diploma (2010) 
3760019E BTEC Certificate Art and Design BTEC Certificate 
3769998E Other BTEC Certificate 2 BTEC Certificate 
3769999E Other BTEC Certificate BTEC Certificate 
3770000E BTEC Level 3 Certificate Workskills BTEC Certificate 
3770001E Overseas Resort Operations BTEC Intermediate Diploma 
3770002E BTEC Level 2 Hairdressing Services BTEC Level 2 
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Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity 
3770003E BTEC Certificate Level 3 Business Studies BTEC Certificate Level 3 
3770004E BTEC Level 1 Award Workskills BTEC Level 1 Award 
3779998E Other BTEC Intermediate Diploma 2 BTEC Intermediate Diploma 
3779999E Other BTEC Intermediate Diploma BTEC Intermediate Diploma 
3780001E 3D Design BTEC Diploma 
3780002E Performing Arts  BTEC Diploma 
3780003E Production Arts BTEC Diploma 
3780004E Art and Design BTEC Diploma 
3780005E Business BTEC Diploma 
3780006E Sport BTEC Diploma 
3780007E Sport and Exercise Sciences BTEC Diploma 
3780008E BTEC Level 2 Diploma (QCF) Business BTEC Diploma 
3780009E BTEC Level 2 Diploma (QCF) Music BTEC Diploma 
3780010E BTEC Level 2 Diploma (QCF) Public Services BTEC Diploma 
3780011E BTEC Level 2 Diploma (QCF) Sport BTEC Diploma 
3780012E BTEC Level 2 Diploma Art and Design BTEC Diploma 
3780013E BTEC Level 2 Diploma Travel & Tourism BTEC Diploma 
3780014E BTEC National Diploma Level 2 in Construction BTEC Diploma 
3780015E BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Health and Social Care BTEC Diploma 
3780016E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma in Sport BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma 
3780017E BTEC Level 2 Diploma Public Services BTEC Level 2 Diploma 
3780018E BTEC Level 3 Diploma Public Services BTEC Level 3 Diploma 
3780019E BTEC Level 3 Diploma in Applied Science (Forensic Science) BTEC Level 3 Diploma 
3780020E BTEC Forensic Science BTEC 
3780021E BTEC Level 3 Certificate in Child Care and Education (NQF) BTEC Level 3 
3780022E BTEC Level 3 Award in Child Care and Education (NGF) BTEC Level 3 
3780023E BTEC Level 3 Diploma Engineering  BTEC Level 3 Diploma 
3780024E BTEC Level 3 Diploma in IT BTEC Level 3 Diploma 
3780025E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma in Business BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma 
3780026E BTEC Level 3 Certificate in Creative Media Production 
(Television & Film) 
BTEC Level 3 Certificate 
3780027E BTEC Musical Theatre BTEC 
3780028E BTEC Level 3 Diploma Music BTEC Level 3 Diploma 
3780029E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma Music Production Arts BTEC Level £ Subsidiary Diploma 
3780030E BTEC Level 3 Certificate in Engineering BTEC Level 3 
3780031E BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary Engineering BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary 
3780032E BTEC Subsidiary Diploma Level 3 Children’s Care, Learning 
and Development 
BTEC Level 3 Subsidiray Diploma 
3789998E Other BTEC Diploma 2 BTEC Diploma 
3789999E Other BTEC Diploma BTEC Diploma 
3790001E Understanding the Laws of Sport BTEC Award 
3790002E Construction and the Built Environment  BTEC Award 
3790003E Construction and the Built Environment (Craft) BTEC Award 
3790004E Construction and the Built Environment (Technician) BTEC Award 
3790005E Public Services BTEC Award 
3790006E WorkSkills  BTEC Award 
3799998E Other BTEC Award 2 BTEC Award 
3799999E Other BTEC Award  BTEC Award 
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NVQs 
Reference Subject of Learning Type of Learning Activity 
3800001E Beauty Therapy NVQ Level 1 
3800002E Hairdressing NVQ Level 1 
3800003E Administration NVQ Level 1 
3800004E Hospitality and Catering NVQ Level 1 
3800006E Performing Engineering Operations NVQ Level 1 
3800007E Business and Administration NVQ Level 1 
3800008E Leisure NVQ Level 1 
3800009E Childcare NVQ Level 1 
3800010E Welsh NVQ Level 1 
3800011E Dog Grooming NVQ Level 1 
3800012E Construction NVQ Level 1 
3800013E Mechanics` NVQ Level 1 
3800014E Motor Vehicle NVQ Level 1 
3800015E Teaching Assistant NVQ Level 1 
3800016E Playwork NVQ Level 1 
3800017E Customer Services NVQ Level 1 
3800018E Using Information Technology NVQ Level 1 
3800019E Retail Skills NVQ Level 1 
3800020E Spanish NVQ Level 1 
3800021E Animal Care NVQ Level 1 
3800022E NVQ Level 1 Horticulture NVQ Level 1 Horticulture NVQ Level 1 
3809998E Other NVQ Level 1 subject 2 NVQ Level 1 
3809999E Other NVQ Level 1 NVQ Level 1 
3810001E Beauty Therapy NVQ Level 2 
3810002E Hairdressing NVQ Level 2 
3810003E Administration NVQ Level 2 
3810004E Hospitality and Catering NVQ Level 2 
3810005E Early Years Care and Education NVQ Level 2 
3810006E Performing Engineering Operations NVQ Level 2 
3810007E Business and Administration NVQ Level 2 
3810008E Retail NVQ Level 2 
3810009E Childcare NVQ Level 2 
3810010E Coaching, Teaching and Instruction NVQ Level 2 
3810011E Customer Services NVQ Level 2 
3810012E Sport and Recreation NVQ Level 2 
3810013E Mechanics` NVQ Level 2 
3810014E Motor Vehicle NVQ Level 2 
3810015E Teaching Assistant NVQ Level 2 
3810016E Playwork NVQ Level 2 
3810017E Care NVQ Level 2 
3810018E Accounting NVQ Level 2 
3810019E Health and Social Care NVQ Level 2 
3810020E Operational Services NVQ Level 2 
3810021E Food and Drink Service NVQ Level 2 
3810022E Make-Up and Hair NVQ Level 2 
3810023E Maintenance Operations NVQ Level 2 
3810024E Sport, Recreation and Allied Occupations NVQ Level 2 
3810025E Mechanical Manufacturing Engineering NVQ Level 2 
3810026E Children’s Care learning and Development NVQ Level 2 
3810027E German Language Units (Revised NQF Level) NVQ Level 2 
3810028E Land-Based Service Engineering NVQ Level 2 
3810029E Sport Recreation and Allied Occupations: Activity Leadership NVQ Level 2 
3810030E NVQ 2 Support teaching and learning in schools NVQ Level 2 
3810031E NVQ LEVEL 2, Performing Engineering Operations NVQ Level 2 
3810032E NVQ Level 2 Customer Services NVQ Level 2 
3819999E Other NVQ Level 2 NVQ Level 2 
3819998E Other NVQ Level 2 subject 2 NVQ Level 2 
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Reference Subject of Learning Type of Learning Activity 
3820000E EAL NVQ Level 2 Performing Engineering Operations NVQ Level 2 
3820001E Beauty Therapy NVQ Level 3 
3820003E Administration NVQ Level 3 
3820004E Hospitality and Catering NVQ Level 3 
3820005E Early Years Care and Education NVQ Level 3 
3820006E Performing Engineering Operations NVQ Level 3 
3820007E Business and Administration NVQ Level 3 
3820008E Retail NVQ Level 3 
3820009E Childcare NVQ Level 3 
3820010E Coaching Teaching and Instruction NVQ Level 3 
3820011E Customer Services NVQ Level 3 
3820012E Sport and Recreation NVQ Level 3 
3820013E Mechanics` NVQ Level 3 
3820014E Motor Vehicle NVQ Level 3 
3820015E Teaching Assistant NVQ Level 3 
3820016E Playwork NVQ Level 3 
3820017E Care NVQ Level 3 
3820018E Design NVQ Level 3 
3820019E Accounting NVQ Level 3 
3820020E Sports Development NVQ Level 3 
3820021E Health and Social Care NVQ Level 3 
3829998E Other NVQ Level 3 subject 2 NVQ Level 3 
3829999E Other NVQ Level 3 NVQ Level 3 
 
Mixed 
 
Reference Subject of Learning Type of Learning Activity  
3900001E Community Sports Leader Award (CSLA) Leaders Award 
3900002E Junior Sports Leader Award Leaders Award 
3900003E Duke of Edinburgh’s Award – Gold Other 
3900004E Duke of Edinburgh’s Award – Silver Other 
3900005E Duke of Edinburgh’s Award – Bronze Other 
3900006E Certificate for IT Users (ECDL Part 1) Certificate 
3900007E Certificate for IT Users (ECDL Part 2) Certificate 
3900008E ASDAN Youth Award (Gold) Other 
3900009E ASDAN Youth Award (Silver) Other 
3900010E ASDAN Youth Award (Bronze) Other 
3900011E Certificate in Childcare and Education Certificate 
3900012E Diploma in Childcare and Education Diploma 
3900013E Award in Caring for Children Other 
3900014E Computer Keyboard Skills Other 
3900015E Certificate in Enterprise (Young Enterprise) Certificate 
3900017E Word Processing Stage 1 Stage 1 Certificate 
3900018E Word Processing Stage 11 Other 
3900019E Word Processing Stage 111 Other 
3900020E Certificate in IT Practitioners (ICT Systems Support – 2) Certificate 
3900021E Certificate in IT Practitioners (ICT Systems Support – 3) Certificate 
3900022E Computer Literacy and Information Technology(CLAIT) Stage 1 Other 
3900023E Towards Independence Other 
3900024E Working Towards Independence (Transition Challenge) Other 
3900025E Certificate in Life Skills Certificate 
3900026E Workright Award Other 
3900027E Certificate in Art Certificate 
3900028E Certificate in Food Studies Certificate 
3900029E Certificate in Maths Certificate 
3900030E Certificate in English Certificate 
3900031E Entry Level Certificate in English Certificate 
3900032E Certificate in Skills for Working Life Certificate 
3900033E Foundation Certificate in Food Hygiene Foundation Certificate 
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Reference Subject of Learning Type of Learning Activity  
3900034E Football Leaders Award Leaders Award 
3900035E Certificate in Adult Literacy Certificate 
3900036E Entry Level Certificate in Information Technology Pre GCSE Entry Level 
3900037E Personnel Development Programme Other 
3900038E First Certificate in Science (Sports Science) First Certificate 
3900039E Diploma in Digital Applications for IT Users (DIDA) Diploma 
3900040E Award in Higher Sports Leadership Other 
3900041E Introduction to CISCO Technologies Other 
3900042E National Certificate in Health and Social Care National Certificate 
3900043E Award in Basic Expedition Leadership Other 
3900044E Digital Photography Second Stage Unitisation Pilot 
3900045E Vocational Multi-Skills Certificate 
3900046E Access to Higher Education – Vocational Pathways Access Certificate 
3900047E Universities Award (Platinum) Other 
3900048E C&G 3795 SkillPower Certificate – Foundation Other 
3900049E Japanese (Entry Level 1) Pre GCSE Entry Level 
3900050E National Diploma in Child Care National Diploma 
3900051E Beginner’s Italian other 
3900052E Diploma in Sports Therapy Diploma 
3900053E Unit Award Scheme  other 
3900054E British Sign Language Level 1 Certificate 
3900055E Certificate in Religious Studies Certificate 
3900056E Construction Skills Foundation other 
3900057E Certificate in Personal Social and Health Education Certificate 
3900058E National Open College Network Course Other 
3900059E  Certificate in Chinese Certificate 
3900060E  Welsh (Entry Level 3) Pre GCSE Entry Level 
3900061E Progression Award in Automotive Vehicle Servicing and Repair Other 
3900062E Certificate in Furniture Restoration (Level 1) Certificate 
3900063E Beginner’s Spanish other 
3900064E Preparation for Childcare Entry Level Certificate 
3900065E Setting Up Your Own Business other 
3900066E National Skills Profile – Practical Work Skills other 
3900067E National Skills Profile – Farm Animal Care other 
3900068E National Skills Profile – Number Skills other 
3900069E National Skills Profile – IT Skills other 
3900070E First Aid St John’s Ambulance other 
3900071E Certificate in Financial Studies Certificate 
3900072E Certificate in Chinese Speaking  Certificate 
3900073E Advanced Extension Award in Critical Thinking Advanced Extension Award 
3900074E Certificate in Computer Aided Design Certificate 
3900075E Accreditation for Life and Living Skills other 
3900076E Introductory Counselling Level 1 
3900077E Certificate in Mentoring 1 Certificate 
3900078E Entry Level Certificate in Office Practice Certificate 
3900079E Prepare for ECDL (BCS Level 1 and 2) Other 
3900080E Science Single Award (Entry) Pre GCSE Entry Level 
3900081E Animal Care Certificate Feeding Your Pet Certificate 
3900082E Introduction to Construction other 
3900083E Introduction to IT other 
3900084E Certificate in Playwork Certificate 
3900085E Plumbing Basic Skills Other 
3900086E Certificate in Early Years Practice Certificate 
3900087E Basic Oral Skills – stage 1 other 
3900088E Certificate in Introduction to Cookery Skills (Entry Level) Certificate 
3900089E Curriculum Enrichment Programme other 
3900090E Award in Digital Applications (AIDA) Award 
3900091E Certificate in Digital Applications (CIDA) Certificate 
3900092E Certificate in Personal Effectiveness (Level 2) Certificate 
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Reference Subject of Learning Type of Learning Activity  
3900093E Certificate in Personal Effectiveness (Level 3) Certificate 
3900094E Certificate in British Sign Language (Level 2)  Certificate 
3900095E Certificate in Introducing Business Administration Certificate 
3900096E Certificate in Early Years Care and Education (Welsh Medium) Certificate 
3900097E Certificate in Personal and Social Skills (Entry, 1, 2 and 3) Certificate 
3900098E Certificate in Preparation for Employment Certificate 
3900099E Certificate in Speaking and Listening Skills for Adult Learners Certificate 
3900100E Certificate in Health and Social Care  Certificate 
3900101E Certificate in Furniture Production Certificate 
3900102E Certificate in Vehicle Maintenance Certificate 
3900103E Certificate in Children’s Care, Learning and Development  Certificate 
3900104E Certificate in Engineering Certificate 
3900105E Diploma in Financial Studies Diploma 
3900106E Introductory Certificate in Construction Introductory Certificate 
3900107E Intermediate Certificate in Personal Finance Intermediate Certificate 
3900108E National Award in Business Other 
3900109E Certificate in Animation Certificate 
3900110E Certificate in Progression (QCF) Certificate 
3900111E Vocational Grades Other 
3900112E Certificate in Music Level 1 Certificate 
3900113E Certificate in Supporting Children’s Reading Development Certificate 
3900114E Certificate in Office Practice Certificate 
3900115E Certificate in Italian Speaking (Intermediate) Certificate 
3900116E National Award in ICT Other 
3900117E National Certificate in Applied Art, Design and Media National Certificate 
3900118E National Certificate in Travel and Tourism National Certificate 
3900119E National Certificate in ICT National Certificate 
3900120E National Certificate in Business National Certificate 
3900121E National Diploma in Health, Social Care and Early Years National Diploma 
3900122E Certificate in Childcare Certificate 
3900123E Certificate in Japanese Certificate 
3900124E Intermediate Certificate in Engineering and Technology Intermediate Certificate 
3900125E National Certificate in Sport National Certificate 
3900126E National Diploma in Sport National Diploma 
3900127E National Certificate in Public Services National Certificate 
3900128E Entry Level Certificate in Science Certificate 
3900129E Certificate in Preparation for Working Life Certificate 
3900130E Towards Independence: Literacy in Everyday Life Other 
3900131E Certificate in Catering and Healthy Eating (Entry 2 and 3) Certificate 
3900132E Entry Level Certificate in Life Skills Certificate 
3900133E Certificate in Salon Services Certificate 
3900134E Certificate in Adult Numeracy Certificate 
3900135E Certificate in Personal and Social Development (Entry  2  QCF) Certificate 
3900136E National Skills Profile – Communication Skills other 
3900137E Entry Level Certificate in Work Skills Certificate 
3900138E Award in the Extended Project Other 
3900139E Certificate for IT Professionals Certificate 
3900140E Certificate in Vocational Paralegal Studies Certificate 
3900141E Certificate in Dance (Level 1) Certificate 
3900142E Advanced Graded Examination in Music Performance Other 
3900143E Award in Child Care and Education Award 
3900144E Award in Computerised Accounting Award 
3900145E Award in General Religious Education Award 
3900146E Award in Introductory Welding Skills (QCF) Award 
3900147E Award in Personal Development (QCF) Award 
3900148E Award in Practical Horticulture Skills (QCF) Award 
3900149E Award in Supporting a Child’s Learning and Development Award 
3900150E Certificate in Administration (Business Professional) (QCF) Certificate 
3900151E Certificate in Building Craft Occupations Certificate 
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Reference Subject of Learning Type of Learning Activity  
3900152E 
Certificate in Computer Aided Design (CAD) Parametric 
Modelling 
Certificate 
3900153E Certificate in ESOL for Work Certificate 
3900154E Certificate in Practical Horticulture Skills (QCF) Certificate 
3900155E Certificate in Sport and Fitness Therapies Certificate 
3900156E Certificate in Supporting Teaching and Learning in Schools Certificate 
3900157E Diploma in Advanced Creative Hair and Beauty Studies Diploma 
3900158E Diploma in Practical Horticulture Skills (QCF) Diploma 
3900159E Entry Level Certificate in Employability Skills Certificate 
3900160E Entry Level Certificate in Design and Technology Certificate 
3900161E 
Entry Level Certificate in Employability and Personal 
Development  
Certificate 
3900162E Entry Level Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life (Entry 3) Certificate 
3900163E Entry Level Certificate in Land Studies Certificate 
3900164E Entry Level Certificate in Physical Education Certificate 
3900165E Higher Diploma in Information Technology Diploma 
3900166E National Award in Travel and Tourism National Award 
3900167E Learning Pathways/Entry Pathways Entry Level 
3900168E Financial Studies Level 3 Certificate 
3900169E Practical Horticulture Skills Level 1 City and Guilds 
3900170E Level 3 Certificate in Music Technology Level 3 Certificate 
3900171E Level 3 Subsidiary Music Technology Level 3 Subsidiary  
3900172E Certificate in Engineering 2850 Level 2 
3900173E CACHE Level 2 Diploma Care and Children Education 1
st
 Year CACHE Level 2 Diploma 
3900174E CACHE Level 2 Diploma Care and Children Education 2
nd
 Year CACHE Level 2 Diploma 
3900175E CACHE Level 3 Diploma Care and Children Education 2
nd
 Year CACHE Level 3 Diploma 
3900176E CACHE Level 3 Diploma Children’s Care Learning and 
Development (QCF) 
CACHE Level 3 Diploma 
3900200E Open University Course 1 other 
3900201E Open University Course 2 other 
 
Other 
 
Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity  
4900000E  International Baccalaureate Other 
4900001E  Other Vocational Course Other 
4900002E  Other Course Other 
4900003E Other Course 2 Other  
4900004E Other Course 3 Other 
4900005E Other Course 4 Other 
4900006E Other Course 5 Other 
4900007E Other Course 6 Other  
4900008E Other Course 7 Other 
4900010E Welsh Baccalaureate Core Element Other 
 
 
NON ACCREDITED COURSES (no external accreditation)  
 
Reference Subject of Learning Activity Type of Learning Activity  
5900000E Religious Studies NON 
5900001E Personal and Social Education NON 
5900002E Physical Education NON 
5900003E Supervised Study NON 
5900004E Tutorial NON 
5900005E Community/Voluntary Work NON 
5900006E Paired Reading NON 
5900007E General Studies NON 
5900008E Registration NON 
5900020E Other Non Accredited Course NON 
5900021E Other Non Accredited Course 2 NON 
5900022E Other Non Accredited Course 3 NON 
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Annex C: Post-16 PLASC providers in alphabetic order 
 
SECONDARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS WITH SIXTH FORMS (in alphabetical sequence) 
 
Reference Name of Provider 
S6744100 Aberdare Boys’ Comprehensive 
S6744101 Aberdare Girls’  School 
S6644006 Alun School 
S6724601 Archbishop Mcgrath School 
S6734061 Barry Comprehensive School 
S6804030 Bassaleg School  
S6764093 Bedwas High School 
S6704044 Bishop Gore School 
S6814608 Bishop of Llandaff High School 
S6704600 Bishop Vaughan School 
S6744056 Blaengwawr Comprehensive School 
S6664022 Brecon High School 
S6744019 Bryn Celynnog Comprehensive School 
S6734062 Bryn Hafren Comprehensive School 
S6724078 Brynteg School 
S6724068 Bryntirion Comprehensive School 
S6664020 Builth Wells High School 
S6664000 Caereinion High School 
S6804059 Caerleon Comprehensive School 
S6794066 Caldicot Comprehensive School 
S6814049 Cantonian High School 
S6814039 Cardiff High School 
S6674044 Cardigan Secondary School 
S6744602 Cardinal Newman R.C. Comprehensive School 
S6644017 Castell Alun High School 
S6814054 Cathays High School 
S6794065 Chepstow School 
S6724086 Coleg Cymunedol y Dderwen 
S6644022 Connah’s Quay High School 
S6734065 Cowbridge Comprehensive School 
S6664024 Crickhowell High School 
S6784051 Croesyceiliog  School 
S6765400 Cwmcarn High School 
S6724059 Cynffig Comprehensive School 
S6634026 Denbigh High School 
S6804020 Duffryn High School 
S6625402 Eirias High School 
S6644011 Elfed High School 
S6625400 Emrys Ap Iwan 
S6784062 Fairwater High School 
S6744083 Ferndale Community School 
S6814042 Fitzalan High School 
S6644021 Flint High School 
S6814035 Glyn Derw High School  
S6704063 Gowerton School 
S6664023 Gwernyfed High School 
S6804021 Hartridge Comprehensive School 
S6644000 Hawarden High School 
S6744027 Hawthorn High School 
S6764073 Heolddu Comprehensive School 
S6644012 Holywell High School 
S6664014 John Beddoes School 
S6644019 John Summers High School 
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Reference Name of Provider 
S6794064 King Henry VIII Comprehensive School 
S6764077 Lewis Girls' Comprehensive School 
S6764075 Lewis School Pengam 
S6664019 Llandrindod High School 
S6664001 Llanfyllin High School 
S6664002 Llanidloes High School 
S6814051 Llanishen High School 
S6784050 Llantarnam  School 
S6734060 Llantwit Major School 
S6804026 Lliswerry High School 
S6724071 Maesteg School 
S6814073 Michaelston Community College 
S6684063 Milford Haven School 
S6794060 Monmouth Comprehensive School 
S6704033 Morriston Comprehensive School 
S6744053 Mountain Ash Comprehensive School 
S6804025 Newport High School  
S6664011 Newtown High School 
S6704032 Olchfa School 
S6684038 Pembroke School/ Ysgol Penfro 
S6724076 Pencoed Comprehensive School 
S6674047 Penglais School 
S6744087 Porth County Community School 
S6724080 Porthcawl Comprehensive School 
S6634014 Prestatyn High School 
S6694063 Queen Elizabeth High  
S6814070 Radyr Comprehensive School 
S6764090 Rhymney Comprehensive School 
S6684055 Sir Thomas Picton School 
S6784603 St Alban's R.C. High School 
S6635901 St Brigid's School 
S6764065 St Cenydd Comprehensive School 
S6734067 St Cyres Comprehensive School 
S6644013 St David's High School 
S6714601 St Joseph's R.C. Comprehensive School 
S6804602 St Joseph's R.C. High School 
S6804003 St Julian's School 
S6764070 St Martins School 
S6644600 St Richard Gwyn High School 
S6814609 St Teilo's CIW High School 
S6744604 St John Baptist High School 
S6735400 Stanwell  School 
S6684511 Tasker Milward School 
S6744022 The Coedylan Comprehensive School 
S6684035 The Greenhill School 
S6655401 The Maelor School 
S6744095 Tonypandy Community College 
S6744057 Tonyrefail School 
S6744081 Treorchy Comprehensive School 
S6664013 Welshpool High School 
S6815403 Whitchurch High School 
S6744096 Y Pant Comprehensive School 
S6624023 Ysgol Aberconwy 
S6664003 Ysgol Bro Ddyfi 
S6694065 Ysgol Bro Dinefwr 
S6684031 Ysgol Bro Gwaun 
S6734066 Ysgol Bro Morgannwg 
S6675500 Ysgol Bro Pedr 
S6625403 Ysgol Bryn Elian 
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Reference Name of Provider 
S6634031 Ysgol Brynhyfryd 
S6614004 Ysgol Brynrefail 
S6604028 Ysgol David Hughes 
S6684034 Ysgol Dewi Sant 
S6634027 Ysgol Dinas Bran 
S6694029 Ysgol Dyffryn Aman 
S6624035 Ysgol Dyffryn Conwy 
S6614007 Ysgol Dyffryn Nantlle 
S6614002 Ysgol Dyffryn Ogwen  
S6614036 Ysgol Friars 
S6674042 Ysgol Gyfun Aberaeron 
S6694056 Ysgol Gyfun Bro Myrddin 
S6764103 Ysgol Gyfun Cwm Rhymni 
S6744097 Ysgol Gyfun Cymer Rhondda 
S6684064 Ysgol Gyfun Ddwyieithog Y Preseli 
S6694512 Ysgol Gyfun Dyffryn Taf 
S6674059 Ysgol Gyfun Dyffryn Teifi 
S6694060 Ysgol Gyfun Emlyn 
S6744054 Ysgol Gyfun Garth Olwg 
S6784075 Ysgol Gyfun Gwynllyw 
S6704074 Ysgol Gyfun Gwyr 
S6704078 Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Bryn Tawe 
S6814071 Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Glantaf 
S6724085 Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Llangynwyd 
S6814072 Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Plasmawr 
S6604027 Ysgol Gyfun Llangefni 
S6745500 Ysgol Gyfun Llanhari 
S6674048 Ysgol Gyfun Penweddig 
S6744105 Ysgol Gyfun Rhydywaun 
S6694052 Ysgol Gyfun Y Strade 
S6714060 Ysgol Gyfun Ystalyfera 
S6624022 Ysgol John Bright 
S6644018 Ysgol Maes Garmon 
S6694064 Ysgol Maes Y Gwendraeth 
S6664021 Ysgol Maes-Y-Dderwen 
S6654032 Ysgol Morgan Llwyd 
S6654044 Ysgol Rhiwabon 
S6614039 Ysgol Syr Hugh Owen 
S6604025 Ysgol Syr Thomas Jones 
S6614037 Ysgol Tryfan 
S6604029 Ysgol Uwchradd Bodedern 
S6604026 Ysgol Uwchradd Caergybi 
S6634020 Ysgol Uwchradd Glan Clwyd 
S6674046 Ysgol Uwchradd Tregaron 
S6614033 Ysgol Y Berwyn 
S6624038 Ysgol Y Creuddyn 
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Annex D: Post-16 PLASC providers in LA order 
 
SECONDARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS WITH SIXTH FORMS (by Local Authority) 
 
Reference Name of Provider 
660 Anglesey 
S6604025 Ysgol Syr Thomas Jones 
S6604026 Ysgol Uwchradd Caergybi 
S6604027 Ysgol Gyfun Llangefni 
S6604028 Ysgol David Hughes 
S6604029 Ysgol Uwchradd Bodedern 
661 Gwynedd 
S6614002 Ysgol Dyffryn Ogwen 
S6614004 Ysgol Brynrefail 
S6614007 Ysgol Dyffryn Nantlle 
S6614033 Ysgol Y Berwyn 
S6614036 Ysgol Friars 
S6614037 Ysgol Tryfan 
S6614039 Ysgol Syr Hugh Owen 
662 Conwy 
S6624022 Ysgol John Bright 
S6624023 Ysgol Aberconwy 
S6624035 Ysgol Dyffryn Conwy 
S6624038 Ysgol Y Creuddyn 
S6625400 Emrys Ap Iwan 
S6625402 Eirias High School 
S6625403 Ysgol Bryn Elian 
663 Denbighshire 
S6634014 Prestatyn High School 
S6634020 Ysgol Uwchradd Glan Clwyd 
S6634026 Denbigh High School 
S6634027 Ysgol Dinas Bran 
S6634031 Ysgol Brynhyfryd 
S6635901 St Brigid's School 
664 Flintshire 
S6644000 Hawarden High School 
S6644006 Alun School 
S6644011 Elfed High School 
S6644012 Holywell High School 
S6644013 St David's High School 
S6644017 Castell Alun High School 
S6644018 Ysgol Maes Garmon 
S6644019 John Summers High School 
S6644021 Flint High School 
S6644022 Connah's Quay High School 
S6644600 St Richard Gwyn High School 
665 Wrexham 
S6654032 Ysgol Morgan Llwyd 
S6654044 Ysgol Rhiwabon 
S6655401 The Maelor School 
666 Powys 
S6664000 Caereinion High School 
S6664001 Llanfyllin High School 
S6664002 Llanidloes High School 
S6664003 Ysgol Bro Ddyfi 
S6664011 Newtown High School 
S6664013 Welshpool High School 
S6664014 John Beddoes School 
S6664019 Llandrindod High School 
S6664020 Builth Wells High School 
S6664021 Ysgol Maes-Y-Dderwen 
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Reference Name of Provider 
S6664022 Brecon High School 
S6664023 Gwernyfed High School 
S6664024 Crickhowell High School 
667 Ceredigion 
S6674042 Ysgol Gyfun Aberaeron 
S6674044 Cardigan Secondary School 
S6674046 Ysgol Uwchradd Tregaron 
S6674047 Penglais School 
S6674048 Ysgol Gyfun Penweddig 
S6674059 Ysgol Gyfun Dyffryn Teifi 
668 Pembrokeshire 
S6684031 Ysgol Bro Gwaun 
S6684034 Ysgol Dewi Sant 
S6684035 The Greenhill School 
S6684038 Pembroke School / Ysgol Penfro 
S6684055 Sir Thomas Picton School 
S6684063 Milford Haven School 
S6684064 Ysgol Gyfun Ddwyieithog Y Preseli 
S6684511 Tasker-Milward School 
669 Carmarthenshire 
S6694029 Ysgol Dyffryn Aman 
S6694052 Ysgol Gyfun Y Strade 
S6694056 Ysgol Gyfun Bro Myrddin 
S6694060 Ysgol Gyfun Emlyn 
S6694063 Queen Elizabeth High 
S6694064 Ysgol Maes y Gwendraeth 
S6694065 Ysgol Bro Dinefwr 
S6694512 Ysgol Gyfun Dyffryn Taf 
670 Swansea 
S6704032 Olchfa School 
S6704033 Morriston Comprehensive School 
S6704044 Bishop Gore School 
S6704063 Gowerton School 
S6704074 Ysgol Gyfun Gwyr 
S6704078 Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Bryn Tawe 
S6704600 Bishop Vaughan School 
671 Neath Port Talbot 
S6714060 Ysgol Gyfun Ystalyfera 
S6714601 St Joseph's R.C. Comprehensive School 
672 Bridgend 
S6724059 Cynffig Comprehensive School 
S6724068 Bryntirion Comprehensive School 
S6724071 Maesteg School 
S6724076 Pencoed Comprehensive School 
S6724078 Brynteg School 
S6724080 Porthcawl Comprehensive School 
S6724085 Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Llangynwyd 
S6724086 Coleg Cynunedol y Dderwen 
S6724601 Archbishop Mcgrath Catholic School 
673 Vale of Glamorgan 
S6734060 Llantwit Major School 
S6734061 Barry Comprehensive School 
S6734062 Bryn Hafren Comprehensive School 
S6734065 Cowbridge Comprehensive School 
S6734066 Ysgol Bro Morgannwg 
S6734067 St Cyres Comprehensive School 
S6735400 Stanwell  School 
674 Rhondda Cynon Taf 
S6744019 Bryn Celynnog Comprehensive School 
S6744022 The Coedylan Comprehensive School 
S6744027 Hawthorn High School 
S6744053 Mountain Ash Comprehensive School 
S6744054 Ysgol Gyfun Garth Olwg 
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Reference Name of Provider 
S6744056 Blaengwawr Comprehensive School 
S6744057 Tonyrefail School 
S6744081 Treorchy Comprehensive School 
S6744083 Ferndale Community School 
S6744087 Porth County Community School 
S6745500 Ysgol Gyfun Llanhari 
S6744095 Tonypandy Community College 
S6744096 Y Pant Comprehensive School 
S6744097 Ysgol Gyfun Cymer Rhondda 
S6744100 Aberdare Boys' Comprehensive 
S6744101 Aberdare Girls' School 
S6744105 Ysgol Gyfun Rhydywaun 
S6744602 Cardinal Newman R.C. Comprehensive School 
S6744604 St John Baptist High School 
 676 Caerphilly 
S6764065 St Cenydd Comprehensive School 
S6764070  St Martins School 
S6764073 Heolddu Comprehensive School 
S6764075 Lewis School Pengam 
S6764077 Lewis Girls’ Comprehensive School 
S6764090 Rhymney Comprehensive School 
S6764093 Bedwas High School 
S6764103  Ysgol Gyfun Cwm Rhymni 
S6765400 Cwmcarn High School 
 678 Torfaen 
S6784050 Llantarnam School 
S6784051 Croesyceillog School 
S6784062 Fairwater High School 
S6784075  Ysgol Gyfun Gwynllyw 
S6784603 St Alban’s R.C. High School 
 679 Monmouthshire 
S6794060 Monmouth Comprehensive School 
S6794064 King Henry VIII Comprehensive School 
S6794065 Chepstow School 
S6794066 Caldicot Comprehensive School 
 680 Newport 
S6804003 St Julian’s School 
S6804020 Duffryn High School 
S6804021 Hartridge Comprehensive School 
S6804025 Newport High School  
S6804026 Lliswerry High School 
S6804030 Bassaleg School 
S6804059 Caerleon Comprehensive School 
S6804602 St Joseph’s R.C. High School 
 681 Cardiff 
S6814035 Glyn Derw High School  
S6814039 Cardiff High School 
S6814042 Fitzalan High School 
S6814049 Cantonian High School 
S6814051 Llanishen High School 
S6814054 Cathays High School 
S6814070 Radyr Comprehensive School 
S6814071 Ysgol Gyfun Gymrarg Glantaf 
S6814072 Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Plasmawr  
S6814073 Michaelston Community College 
S6814608 The Bishop of Llandaf High School 
S6814609 St Teilo’s C.I.W. High School 
S6815403 Whitchurch High School 
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Annex E: Other learning providers 
 
SECONDARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS WITHOUT SIXTH FORMS (in alphabetical sequence) 
 
Reference Name of Provider 
S6784070 Abersychan Comprehensive School 
S6774074 Abertillery Comprehensive School 
S6754011 Afon Taf High School 
S6644042 Argoed School 
S6704075 Birchgrove Comprehensive School 
S6754600 Bishop Hedley High School 
S6704069 Bishopston Comprehensive School 
S6764046 Blackwood Comprehensive School 
S6694054 Bryngwyn Comprehensive School 
S6775401 Brynmawr Foundation School 
S6704031 Cefn Hengoed Community School 
S6714064 Cefn Saeson Comprehensive School 
S6694050 Coedcae Comprehensive School 
S6814611 Corpus Christi Catholic High School 
S6714065 Cwmtawe Comprehensive School 
S6714068 Cwrt Sart Comprehensive School 
S6754013 Cyfarthfa High School 
S6714047 Cymer Afan Comprehensive School 
S6704077 Daniel James Community School 
S6654034 Darland High School 
S6704071 Dillwyn Llewelyn Community School 
S6714067 Dwr-Y-Felin Comprehensive School 
S6714059 Dyffryn School 
S6704076 Dylan Thomas Community School 
S6814030 Eastern High School 
S6775500 Ebbw Fawr Learning Community 
S6714052 Glan Afan Comprehensive School 
S6694053 Glan-Y-Mor Comprehensive School 
S6774045 Glyncoed  Comprehensive School 
S6814047 Llanedeyrn High School 
S6714066 Llangatwg Comprehensive School 
S6814607 Mary Immaculate  R.C. High School 
S6704023 Mynyddbach Comprehensive School for Girls 
S6764031 Newbridge Comprehensive School 
S6764053 Oakdale Comprehensive School 
S6704024 Penlan Comprehensive (Boys School) 
S6704043 Pentrehafod School 
S6754012 Pen-Y-Dre High School 
S6704062 Penyrheol Comprehensive School 
S6704072 Pontarddulais Comprehensive School 
S6764032 Pontllanfraith Comprehensive School 
S6654048 Rhosnesni High School 
S6764068 Risca Community Comprehensive School 
S6714056 Sandfields Comprehensive School 
S6654035 St David’s High School 
S6814600 St Illtyds R.C. High School 
S6694600 St John Lloyd R.C. Comprehensive School 
S6654603 St Joseph’s Catholic and Anglican High 
S6734612 St Richard Gwyn R.C. High School 
S6654047 The Groves High School 
S6774061 Tredegar Comprehensive School 
S6784071 Trevethin Comprehensive School 
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Reference Name of Provider 
S6784072 West Monmouth Comprehensive School 
S6814041 Willows High School 
S6614034 Ysgol Ardudwy 
S6614003 Ysgol Botwnnog 
S6654033 Ysgol Bryn Alyn 
S6654036 Ysgol Bryn Offa 
S6654049 Ysgol Clywedog 
S6614009 Ysgol Eifionydd 
S6614040 Ysgol Glan Y Mor 
S6814074 Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Bro Edern 
S6614032 Ysgol Uwchradd Tywyn 
S6614030 Ysgol Y Gader 
S6614031 Ysgol Y Moelwyn 
S6654029 Ysgol-Y-Grango 
 
SPECIAL SCHOOLS  
 
Reference Name of Provider 
S6817001 Greenhill Special School 
S6717007 Velindre Community School 
S6817021 Meadowbank Special School 
S6797006 Mounton House Special School 
S6817008 Riverbank Special School 
S6817005 The Court Special School 
S6817019 The Hollies School 
S6617000 Ysgol Coedmenai 
S6717005 Ysgol Hendre Special School 
S6657009 Ysgol Powys 
S6697010 Ysgol Rhydygors 
S6737018 Ashgrove School 
S6717006  Maes-Y-Coed Special School 
S6787012 Crownbridge Special Day School 
S6757013 Greenfield Special School 
S6697000 Heol Goffa Special School 
S6727003 Heronsbridge Special School 
S6747006 Maesgwyn Special School 
S6747008 Park Lane Special School 
S6707000  Ysgol Pen-Y-Bryn 
S6777011 Pen-Y-Cwm Special School 
S6687001 Portfield Special School 
S6657005 St Christopher's School 
S6767011 Trinity Fields Special School 
S6817011 Ty Gwyn Special School 
S6807002 Maes Ebbw School 
S6817006 Woodlands High School 
S6647014 Ysgol Belmont 
S6727012 Ysgol Bryn Cstell 
S6667002 Ysgol Cedewain 
S6707008 Ysgol Crug Glas 
S6647013 Ysgol Delyn 
S6737012 Ysgol Erw'r Delyn 
S6617010 Ysgol Hafod Lon 
S6747011 Ysgol Hen Felin Special School 
S6737015 Ysgol Maes Dyfan 
S6617002 Ysgol Pendalar 
S6667004 Ysgol Penmaes 
S6637010 Ysgol Plas Brondyffryn 
S6637000 Ysgol Tir Morfa 
S6607011 Ysgol Y Bont 
S6647018 Ysgol Y Bryn 
S6627007 Ysgol Y Gogarth 
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S6627001 Canolfan Addysgol Y Gogarth 
S6627006 Ysgol-Y-Graig 
S6647015 Ysgol Talfryn 
S6647019 Ysgol Bryn Glas 
S6647020 Ysgol Pen Coch Special School 
S6647021 Ysgol Maes Hyfryd Special School 
S6657017 Wrexham Special Education Centre 
S6667001 Brynllywarch Hall School 
S6747015 Ysgol Ty Coch 
 
 
FURTHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS 
 
Reference Name of Provider 
F0009004 Bridgend College 
F0009005 Coleg Sir Gâr 
F0009006 Coleg Ceredigion 
F0009010 Coleg Gwent 
F0009012 Grwp Llandrillo Menai 
F0009015 Merthyr Tydfil College 
F0009017 Pembrokeshire College 
F0009023 St David's Catholic College 
F0009030 WEA South 
F0009031 YMCA Community College 
F0009034 Coleg Harlech/WEA (North) 
F0009035 Gower College Swansea (Formed from merger of Gorseinon (F0009009) and Swansea 
College (F0009024) - August 2010) 
F0009036 Cardiff and Vale College (formed from the merger of Barry College and Coleg Glan Hafren – 
August 2011) 
F0009039 Gwrp Neath Port Talbot Group (formed from the merger of Coleg Powys and Neath Port 
Talbot Colege – August 2013) 
F0009038 Coleg Y Cymoedd (formed from merger of Coleg Morgannwg & Ystrad Mynach College  - 
August 2013) 
F0009037 Coleg Cambria (formed from the merger of Deeside and Yale College – August 2013) 
F0009040 WEA Cymru (formed from the merger of Coleg Harlech/WEA (North) and WEA South - 
January 2014) 
 
 
OTHER SCHOOLS / INSTITUTIONS 
 
Reference Name of Provider 
S0000000 For the Provider Delivering Learning field  - where this is the school where the pupil is 
registered 
Z0009900 Other provider in Wales 
Z0009992 English FE institution 
Z0009994 English state secondary/special school 
Z0009995 English independent school 
Z0009997 Other provider outside Wales 
 
